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WHAT THE P. W. A. DOES

k™,, annroved and la hoinir recnm-

°ecn aPProvea ana 13 °C mg recom-

mended for all farm wiring ln some
states. Even the entrance conduit
ls to be eliminated by the new cable,
which trial proves to be superior to
conduit or BX armored cable.
• • • *
With the brilliant presentation of I Sophomore Prize Speaking Contests,
Prof. Albert Abrahamson. Maine j "I wish it were more,” said the
In the fight against the Dutch Elm
On Sunday last, cars came from all arrows. Plenty of room for parking
disease. 6.000000 trees have been In- Ihiee one-act plays at the High and the senior and Junior plays directions to Hosmer's Pond—the ( cars qn land or on the Fond. The new administrator of the P.W.A.. was guest J speaker.
He who lose, wealth Io*. X! SPecU*t and mOre than 436 000 dtS- School auditorium last evening, the which she directed at Rockland High beautiful location chosen for Cam-1 emergency truck of the Camden Fire speaker before the Joint meeting of
Thc work has been extended to
Klppy Karnival, slated as the ban for the past five years.
den's Winter Carnival to be held Feb- ' Department will be at the Pond with the Chamber of Commerce and Rock-j trained musicians; 12 artists ara
much; he who loses a friend loses ♦' eased elms have been destroyed.
• « s •
more: but he that loses hla •s.'
ner school event of the year, prom
Musical selections were given by ruary 22. 23 and 24 Estimates at the experienced attendants during Cami- land service clubs at the Congrega- working at their usual occupations;
courate loses all—Cervantes
♦ I, The United States Department of ises to be one of the most success the high school orchestra, with number of people at the pend run val days.
tional vestry Tuesday night. Adverse 39 professional actors are giving perAgriculture has no seed to sell or ful enterprises which has been con Harold Libby. Jr. directing, Includ from 800 to 1000 and a great majority
Entrees for all High School events weather and traveling conditions formances at COC Camps and other
give away.
ducted during the past eight years ing ‘ Connecticut March," “Eastern getting their full share of good, should register at Camden High made some inroads upon the attend- places; writers are preparing a book
KNOX PROBATE COURT
Dance,” Hungarian Dance. 7 and 8," healthy, winter exercise, hiking, ski-' School. All entries in open events ancc, but it was an attentive and oru the history and attractions of
at the Lincoln Street school.
Instead
of
the
usual
three-act
and “Flag or Victory.”
Ing toboganning. snowshoeing and | should register at Camden Drug Corn- appreciative audience which listened ! Maine; 29 arc on the Maine State
Inventories filed: Estates of Fred
to Mr. Abrahamson, and the impres- F.anning Beard, and 235 arc working
drama
or
comedy,
the
Junior
class
Ushers,
dressed
ln
colorful
evening
skating.
Conditions were ideal.
pany or the Y.M.C-A.
H. Berry. Rockland. 114.905 52; Wil
this year chose to give three one- dresses, were Eleanor Ames, head
The Camden Winter Sports Asso- 1 The Carnival ball takes place at sion which he left was that of un on projects sponsored locally. “If
Glover Hall, Warren
liam
E.
Candage,
Vinalhaven,
act plays, "Old Walnut," “The Ohost usher, and Mozelle Phillips. Ellza- elation has made extensive plans to! the Camden Opera House Saturday doubted earnestness and efficiency. you have any suggestions write them
$2998.42; Lucy W. Davison, Thomas
Woodcock’s Orchestra
Story
” and "Copy,” and Judging beth Till, Betty McAlary, Priscilla keep every minute full of activity allI night w 1th Eddie Whalen's Privateers
The meeting was under the auspices to (Corferessman Morart," said Ulic
ton, $4777 49; Lettie Fogg. Rockport.
ADMISSION 15c, 30c
i
from
the
generous
applause
and
apRobinson.
Margaret
Osler,
June
I
day
Saturday,
Sunday
afternoon
and
i
for
music.
Special
floor
show
feaof
the Rockland Lions Club, with speaker
$1037.72.
Federal aid must continue in some
, preclatlon of last evening's audience Cook, Mary Havener, Charleen all day Monday.
| tures and novelties will keep the party , King Lion A. W. Oregory in the chair.
j tlie Idea has met with popular ac Ramsdell. and Shirley Stickney.
Votes for carnival queen must posi- in high. Prise® w111 •» awarded to j The women of the church served an form," he declared ln conclusion.
In an answer to one of the many
The play committees comprise tlvely be in the box at the Camden i dancers. The queen will receive her j Italian supper, and it earned deserved
claim.
The scene of the first contribution, business manager. Edith Dondts. as Drug Company by 12 o'clock, Friday *8^* and will ln turn present gifts to J compliments.
Arthur W Doherty question, propounded in the open
her ladies-ln-waitlng. And the queen ! made hls debut as a song leader, and forum Mr. Abrahamson said he did
“Old Walnut." was laid ln the attic sistants, Muriel McPhee and Rose i n00n
of an old house, and to those who Malburg; tickets, Russell Hickman;
Bus transportation to and from will make the awards to the winners handled his vocalists ln a very peppy not think the answer to our industrial
problems could be found In shorter
, have an interest ln old furniture. advertising manager. William Cross.
and Hosm„.s pond wl„
in the Saturday events.
1 and inspiring manner.
| walnut or otherwise, which has often assistants, Charles Dorgan and free for the younsgters. All adults I An aeroplane with an experienced j Ensign Otis, chairman of the enter- hours of labor.
WILL REMAIN
An attempt to inject the Townsend
been related to attics,the setting, John Blethen; stage manager. Carle wearing tags can get free rides too,, Pilot will be at the Pond during the tainment committee, Introduced the
plan Into the discussion brought
1 with its grandfather clock, old rock ton Brault, assistants, Vemeley
Carnival.
Stunt
flying
Sunday
afterspeaker,
who,
like
himself
is
an
Two handsome stiver cups have
ers. and trunks, had a distinct ap Black and Russell Hewett; electri- been donated. One from Oeorge H noon.
alumnus of Bowdoin College. Mr. forth a comment which made It plain
peal. Virginia Gray as "Grandma clan. Kent Stanley, assistants.
OtLs referred to Mr. Abraham's bril that thc guest speaker does not con
cempanv to be awarded J
Oates" was exceptionally fine in her Laurence Crockett and Frederick the team scoring the highest number j
liant college career, and said that sider It seriously.
Outline of Events
part, her appearance, carriage, and Perry; property manager. Mallssa of points and one from The Camden
Saturday, 9.30 a. m. crowning of the since he was called to public life as
AND WILL
voice characterizing throughout a Bostick, assistants, Ruth Pike and Herald for the Individual high point carnival queen on the Camden Village P-W A State administrator he had
UNION WINTER MEET
sympathic but very understanding Harvey Crowley; costume mistress, winner representing any High School. Qreen. Then to the Pond for a full day done much to remove the stigma of
Eleanor Look, assistant, Margaret A handsome fountain pen given by Of skiing, snowshoeing, skating and political activities. He was definitely Ten High Schools Have En
grandmother.
As a rheumatic grandfather, with Rogers.
Leon Crcckett is to be awarded thc other events for Junior boys and girls not Influenced by political consldcratries For Big Event the
It Ls hoped that a large audience vlsiting contestant (not a resident of and open events for men and women tlons, Mr. Otis said.
great loyalty to his wife, Frederick
Coming Saturday
MacDonald as “Grandfather Oates" will be on hand tonight at the second Camden or Rockport) winning the Saturday night thc carnival ball.
j
’ ’ • *
according to a vote of the
forcefully and vividly portrayed an and last performance of these three highest number of points In the open
Sunday afternoon from 2 o'clock ' -jobless Prosperity" was Mr AbraTen High Schools have been In
aging figure. The charactlzation of one-act plays.
events.
until dark will feature horse races on hamson's subject. Increased produc- vited to participate ln events Satur
MERCHANTS’ COMMITTEE
an enthusiastic school girl of the
Potter's Studio and Rowe Studio the ice. hockey matches, aeroplane tlon does not mean proportionally lnday at the whiter carnival sponsored
teen-age by Barbara Orff was na
both of Camden, are co-operating stunt flying, wood sawing contest, creased employment he told his audiMEMORIAL SERVICE
with the Carnival by offering an 8x10 tug-of-war. open events and comedy ence Production has been Increasing 1Unlon Hi«h School, and Include
turally and brilliantly represented
throughout the comedy, the role be
ROCKLAND CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Held At Tenant’s Harbor mat finish enlargement of the two features. Sunday contests start at and gop* industries have shown theI Belfast, Camden. Rockport, Rockland
ing unusually superior because of
best Winter Carnival pictures taken io a. m. between High School teams greatest increase they ever had; and Thomaston. Warren Appleton, SearsMemorial Library For Mrs. by amateurs.
the depth of feeling displayed.
from towns adjacent to Camden and the sUx.k markcts have continued to | mont, Liberty and Washington.
22’ It
The part of “Jack." the grandson,
Nellie Mackenzie
Prlzes for Saturday events will be from Camden, Including skiing, snow- ri£e;
^re u apparent economic
(he morn.
was very well taken by Robert Crane
awarded by the Queen at the Carnival shoeing and skating. Also Sunday prosperity, but there can be no real
whose ability to change from a
The Mary Elincr Jackson Memo- ball Saturday night. Sunday the at 330 p m Rcckland High School prosperity, the speaker said, as long ing with the finals coming at 1:30.
thoughtless offspring to one of warm rial Library on Its first anniversary Queen will make awards at the Fond plays Heald's team of Camden at
Events planned for the boys are:
10 OOO.OOO are without Jobs
sensibilities for old age and mem- j Sunday Feb 16. at 3 p. m. was the Monday awards will be made by the hockey. Interspersed throughout the
what Is prosperity? , Have we ever 100-yard ski dash; 100-yard snoworles was outstanding. The cos
scene of impressive memorial services queen at the close of the carnival three days will be comedy events that reauy had jt? -phe gOod old days of I six* dash; 100-yard ski obstacle
tumes and lighting effects for this j
Special cleared Ice area is reserved are sure to provide fun for participants 1929, when carefully analyzed did not1 race; the 100-yard snowshoe obCHAMPIONSHIP GAME!
for Mrs. Nellie R. MacKenzie. through
play were especially pleasing and
for
children. Also a special slide is and spectators. Battle Royal between actually mean a period of universal. stacle; the medley relay; the downwhose efforts a diligent campaign
planr.ed for the flexible flyers and six boys, boxing gloves and all. in the p^perity. There were huge areas of { hill ski race: the ski Jump; the
adequate.
THOMASTON HIGH
proved successful to found the first
In “Tlie Ohost Story," staged In a
hockey rink Clowns to mix things up
country which were not very! slalom race; the cross country ski
Ubiary for Tenant’s Harbor ( the girl bob-sleds
AH roads leading to Hosmer's Pond Obstacle races, wheelbarrow races prosperous in 1929 Agriculture was (race; the cross country snowshoe
pleasant living room, the leads were
CAMDEN HIGH
hood home and ln late years, summer
taken by Shirley Stanley as “Anna" ;
will be clearly marked with carnival and other such features.
, down the bituminous coal Industry j race.
home of Mrs. MacKenzie.
and Fred Hairing as "Oeorge."
.
was definitely sick, and there were! Events for girls are: 100-yard ski
A most complete program was pre
Absorbing!}' Interesting throughout,
many families living on a lower dash; 100-yard snowshoe dash. 100pared by the officers of the Associa
THOMASTON HIGH GYM
these two gave an unforgettable treat
slandard than they were supposed to j yard ski obstacle dash; 100-yard
tion and the librarian and conducted
DOORS OPEN 6 30
to their audience in the way of I by the president, William T. Hock
It was no economic paradise, and Is! snowshoe obstacle dash; the medley
ADMISSION 25c. 35c.
CHARLES WOTTON. REFEREE
humor in a delayed proposal and tn
relay; and the down-hill ski race.
still far from having recovered.
ing.
each
speaker
paying
his
or
her
THIS GAME WILL DECIDE THE CHAMPIONSHIP
■ the ghost story Itself so stirringly
Teams from each school are lim
Thc 1936 prosperity shows a funda
tribute in a very impressive manner,
; told by Mr Halning. Taking minor
ited
to 20 in number, and each con
mental
weakness,
as
all
can
see.
The
and with the highest respect for the
1 parts, but radiating Hvlng charm
fundamental weakness of 1929 was testant will pay a small entrance fee.
deceased It was as follows:
were Maizie Joy, Vieno Kangas,
under the surface. Fifteen millions Free dinner to contestants and
Music (piano and violin). Mrs Norma
Eleanor Johnson. Edward Peaslee.
Hawkins and Fred H Smalley
were
unemployed at the lowest point, coaches from each school will be
__
■ T-.
I Invocation.
Rev Perley E Miller
James Hayes. Roy Joyce, and Doro- j scripture reading and prayer. Rev.
and ten millions are now unemployed. served at the Eastern Star dining
what
I
was
doing.
I
stated
I
was
out
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:
—
thy Welch, all supporting In their _ , John Holman
. ... ,
..
hall at noon. Parking space will be
Telegram tribute from the Women s
....
I want to tell all the people of of work and was looking for a Job. [
individual
manners,
the
two
lovers.
I
Church
Aid
society.
Weetmlnster
provided on Seven Tree pond for
R. H. S. GYMNASIUM
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 21
____ ______
_ why
_ I am not a and would be glad to do anything I
will there ever be substantial rcPresbyterian Church of Bridgeport. Knox
County
Differing materially from the first
Conn..
Mias
Harriet
Lor
FREE ENTERTAINMENT
nM!M.incrrBapUMng Moranacrat ln 1936, and after read- could to obtain a living. He asked employment? Machines have dUpos- spectators.
two. was the last offering. “Copy." a Response—Church and Maine Baptist
The grand finale to the day will
BOOTHS
REFRESHMENTS
FUNMessenger tribute
Rev P E. Miller
j
every citizen will me 11 I would help his son Carl Ir sessed labor, and there are not
drama staged in the city editor’s of Music, hymn selections.
,
.
«
be a confetti ball in the evening at
GRAND KARNIVAL BALL
FRIDAY EVENING. FEB. 21
R^ponse—Young People and Bunday
agree
with
me
that
if
you
can
’
t
get
the
coming
election
as
he
was
mnenough
absorptions.
The
dial
telefice of the City News ln New York
EDDIE WHALEN'S MUSIC
ADMISSION 50 CENTS
Meredith Dondts. as editor of meS^d communTty**”” 81'wl*ht a position after being an honest ning for Congress ln the second dis- phone and talking pictures have 8 o'clock at the gymnarium. In
City.
JUNIOR CLASS PRESENTS THREE ONE-ACT PLAYS
charge of Mrs. Addle Mitchell and
delivered by Mrs^artbd*Andrews Moranocrat in three years it is about trict. and said that where I was a thrown many out of employment; |
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 19-20
the metropolitan daily, displayed the
Miss Mildred Merrlflekl. assistants
Athletic
Association.
Charles
b
Rose
time
to
look
out
for
yoursell
as
no
veteran
and
popular
wtth
the
people
one
Job
grows
now
where
two
grew
beR. H S. .1UDITORIUM
CURTAIN 8.15
ADMISSION 25c. 40c
forceful vigor which hls work neoes- Ladin Sewing Circle, Mra Nina Leach
c#n
wry ,ong on prom. of Knox county I would be of great fore. It ls the practice of industry ln the High School. Booths for the
21-22
sitated. exacting from hls employees
sale of popcorn, candy, hot dogs and
Tribute from Bridgeport. Conn . napriscs like I have the past two and a help. I asked Mr Moran what the to dismiss thc least efficient workers
and subordinates the same unflagand poems.
Mr*. Harriet Wheeler
soda will have place at the gymnasi
half
years.
I
am
going
to
tell
you
pay
would
be,
and
he
stated
to
me
when
the
forces
are
cut
down;
and
Tribute
from
A.
B
Crocker.
I ging interest and industry with
um, with students In charge aa fol
Mlu Harriet Long
some of my doings as a Moranocrat that he and Carl would take care of the re-abscrptlon of the less efficient
! which he was imbued. As a stutter- Memorial Library Association.
lows: popcorn. Eleanor Gleason, Ed
W
T
Hocking
wotker
and
every
bi:
of
this
is
the
me
with
an
appointment
to
some
ts
naturally
postponed.
Another
facj ing reporter, Roy Joyce cereated con Music
na
Carver and Muriel Hannan;
i tor is seen in thc young who are grow< Rev John Holman truth, and I think I have been mis- good job.
siderable humor, as did Reginald Benediction.
home-made candy Shirley Morton,
Music
used and am Justified in making the
Of course that gave me courage ing up without the imminence of Jobs.
McLaughlin in his role of the boy.
Eleanor Simmons. Hope Bowley;
Flowers for the occasion were sent following statements.
What can be done about It? Neither
[
"Jimmie."
while
James
Hayes,
David
Experienced stitchers on pants wanted. Steady work
hot-dogs. David Carroll; Esther
by Mrs. Talbot Aldrich of Boston,
private cha tty nor local units of gov
(Continued on Page Eight)
In 1931 Mr. Moran Sr., asked me
Curtis. Russell Nash, and Edward summer resident and co-worker with
Robbins, and Muriel Butler; soda.
ernment
can
handle
the
situation.
all year round. Apply at—
Peaslee. eaeh in his Individual part.
MacKenzie. in conceiving and
Willard
Howard.
There Is also a consideration known
gave the necessary fine support for carrying out the founding of this ln ,n manklnd and especially enjoyed
GOING TO PRISON
Principal William Thomas is to be
as the dole.
I pathos
and.fcomedy.
So .nd
realistic was| llhr._
A tw-s.xifnl £2
hn.ini«u
n«.r bringing happiness to the aged and
KADISH BROS.
assisted ln the carnival arrange
.he »u„d
«he
‘""™
OuU..nd,« »» »> Mr.
Mr. Abrahanvon from this point on
But
Legionnaires
Will
Make
148 Middle Street,
Portland, Maine
discussed the program which Is actu ments toy a group of students from
! pearance of the office that even a
Ma<;Kcnzle. graced the table, and Mackenzie's character were faithfulOnly
Temporary
Stay
—
ally being carried out in this state by Union High School, which Includes;
20-22
newspaper man might
have been a spray adorned the founder's plate neM and loyalty, together with
the W. P. A. the attempt to care for Preston Esancy. Howard Messer,
Good Time Tonight
stirred by the activities which took VerZe^' l7’ackiiowted^ent" 'of"~the I 'Ptrltual devoUon of a markcd dCgr/e
the most extreme cases; to co-ordi Henry Hastings. Rudoph Hesselgren,
flowers were read by Mrs. Harriet'1^
was an ^P^tlon-her
place in this drama.
Tonight,
the
newly
formed
Knox
nate the activities on the part of all Roger Farris. Frank Williams.
memory a benediction. She repre
The performances were coached by Wheeler.
133T*Th-tf
sented the highest type of womanhood County Council of the American Le who have received funds; and to de
Miss Dorothy E. Parker, instructor
Not only did this occasion mark the
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
of English and dramatics, whose able first anniversary of the library, but by “going about doing good,” and gion, comprising Winslow-Holbrook vise ftll-ln projects.
Speaking of the allotment of
“
what
doth
the
Lord
require
of
thee,
work
in
this
section
Is
becoming
well
Post
of
Rockland
Arey-Heal
Post
ot
MBMORIES
SIRLOIN, TENDERLOIN, RUMP.
it will be remembered that Mrs. Mac$26,000,000, which the federal govern
Out of the dust of the treasured years,
known through her success ln the Kenzie waA privileged to be at the but to do Justly, and to love mercy Camden, Williams-Brazier Post of
AND HAMBURG STEAKS- ment has made for Maine Mr. Abra The withered rosea wc blessed with tears,
State Prize Speaking Contests, the opening, making the trip with a gift and * walk humto‘y
(Swift’s Beat Heavy Western Beef—Each Serving One-half Pound)
Thomaston and Storer-Collins Post of hamson said the War Department The golden gleam of a lock of hair,
A little shoe She used to wear:
State One-Act Play Contests, the of about 500 books No undertaking
Union will be the guests of the Thom had received seven millions for the Jewels and pictures, loved and caressed.
A well-worn letter dead hands have
seemed too much for her in the inter-1
aston Post.
Quoddy Project, the C.C C., Public
pressed.
Burpee Furniture Co. announces
est of various activities ln the com
books that are friendly, helpful.
Through the courtesy of Warden Roads and WP.A. have received four And gay.
munity. 'especially the church and the opening of Its Annual February Johnson, a prominent legionnaire of millions eaeh. Public Work6 $800,000, These fall about us. this happy day.
library, yet her concern was not cen Furniture Sale. Tuesday, Feb. 25, at the Saco Post, the meeting will be Soil Erosion $500,000 and various
Whose the hand that would dare destro)
tered on these alone. She was a 9 o'clock. Watch Saturday's Courier- held Inside the prison.
hallowed touch on a little toy?
smaller projects the remainder. The The
Where beats the heart too calloused to
warm-hearted helper ln time of need Gazette for gTand announcement.
care,
All desiring to go will meet at the W.P.A. Is employing more persons
For the gleaming gold nt a baby's hair
as well, having a sympathetic Interest -adv.
Legion hall at 5.30 and upon arrival than all of the others combined— What are letters and roses and lace
hmemorles lost In time and apace?
at the prison at 6 p. m. will be taken 10.944. In the spring the OCC boys Wit
Ah. but theee are sentient things!
on a tour of the prison, followed by will expand their work through the Creators of power and fairy wings!
supper in the prison dining hall. elimination of grade crossings and Out of memory's violet hsze.
Old books on shelves through man)
After supper the boys will retire to the other projects
dead days.
Beckon with pages star sprlngled with
• • • •
chapel, where an Interesting program
truth.
will be put on.
To age-old reason or venturesome youth:
W.P.A devotes half of Its efforts Lean
old
fingers may pick up the thread,
Ten Per Cent Off All Goods Except Flour, Sugar,
The only requirements of the
to roads not cared for by other pro Long left unbroken, tn books unread.
And
read
tn the firelight's mellow glow.
warden are that the legionnaires show
Lard and Butter
jects. Its activities include also side The fabric of faith, lost long ago.
a membership card on entering and walks. sewers, playgrounds and air
gives vision surpassing sight.
leaving the prison for Identification ports. and at Gray is building the Faith
Revealing the highways of endless light:
A vlolst pushing Its way through the
purposes. Preparations have been
largest fish hatchery in the world.
sod.
made for 200. Members who have
Is a message of life from a living God:
Sewing
rooms for the women are The
No Deliveries After Friday, February 21
hand-wrought
beauty ln quarry or
uniforms or caps should wear them. turning out much work, and the prod
loom.

Another Large Audience Tonight Will Have Winter Carnival At Hosmer’s Pond, Together As Told At the Joint Meeting In This City By
Chance To See the Youthful Stars
State Director Abrahamson
With Many Attractions In Town

Dance Saturday Night

ROCKLAND STORES

i

OPEN SATURDAY, FEB. 22

CLOSE MONDAY, FEB. 24

BASKETBALL

AND HOW!

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 20—TONITE

“I HAVE BROKEN OUT AGAIN”

Tired Of Promises Which Do Not Fill Empty
Stomach, Hamlin Has His Say

KIPPY KARNIVAL

STITCHERS WANTED

SIM’S

LUNCH

REDUCTION IN PRICE
SOFT COAL

HOUSEHOLD SOFT COAL NOW $7. TON
SCREENED SOFT COAL NOW $8. TON
(All Lumps)

M. B. &
517 MAIN STREET

C. O. PERRY
ROCKLAND, ME.

TELEPHONE 487

CLOSING OUT SALE

or Entire Business For Sale

Except on $5.00 Orders or More and in Warren
Village Limits

P. D. STARRETT
Telephone 18-11,

Warren, Maine
22tf

Why suiter tortures from Rheuma
tism. Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscular
Lameness, Sprains and Bruises when
METHYL BALM
will brint almost Instant relief?
JOHNSTON'S DRUG STORE
JT3 Main St., opposite Knox County
Trust Co., Rockland
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
50 cents

ucts are being distributed by thc State
Welfare Department. There has been
some tendency to ridicule the socalled "white collar" activities, but “it
constitutes one of the most gratifying
features of our work,” Mr. Abraham
son said. Eight hundred men are

Gives grace to life, as gardens In bloom.
The enfolding love of God for man.
The thread of gold through life's long
span.

The

noblest dreams for the world's
release.
frenzied endeavors to friendly
peace.
Out of life's mists with Its doubts and
fears.
Return with memory to bless, to blew
our
years.
working on these white collar projects.
—Minnie Meeerve SOTfle '

From

SEVENTEEN DECREES 1

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEF.K

Superior Court Had Short!

A good narw is rather to be chosen |
than great riches. —Prov. 22: 1-

"
: from Victor Fox Atwood of Rockland
If the Republicans are to recap- for cruej an(j abusive treatment.
ture the State next September and Libellant to recover from the libellee
indications point most strongly in the sum of $500 in payments of $10.00
that direction, it will not be through a week. Wiley C. Conary for libellant.
the means of candidates deriding or
Jennie M. Gushee from Harry T. I
belittling their opponents in the June Gushee of Camden for cruel and
primaries.
That may I* the abusive treatment. Custody of Louis
Massachusetts method, and it cer Alton minor child granted to libellant
tainly sickened radio listeners dur until further order of Court, Mont
ing the last campaign waged in the gomery and Gillmor for libellant.
Hay State, but it should not he per
Wilhelmina E. Pettegrow from Earl
mitted to interfere with Republican ! S. Pettegrow both of Rockland for
harmony in Maine on this presi-1 gross and confirmed habits of intoxldential career. This sentiment is ' cation. Wilbur for libellant.
evoked by the early attack which I Robena Ulmer from Leroy Ulmer
Clyde H. Smith has made upon!■ of Rcckland. for cruel and abusive
Lewi* O Barrows. Both have their treatment. Tirrell for libellant.
Mippnrters in this section of the i Ida B Fitzgerald of Rockport from
State, hut nobody with the interest: James P. Fitzgerald of Waltham.
of the party at heart wants to sec' Mass., for desertion. Custody of Maany candidate attempt to w in this 1 bel E and Marie G. minor children
year by dragging down the other granted to Ida B. Fitzgerald until
fellow. If there is going to he any j
! further order of court. Perry for
political blackguarding let thc ! libellant.
Democrats do it. TTiey have more
Lena A. Sargent of Rockland from
material.
___________
I Fred L. Sargent of parts unknown
. ! for adultery. Libellant is permitted
The department which appears in ,0 resume hw m{Uden nam<, Lfna A
this newspaper every Thursday rela Katon. Payson for libellant.
tive to the Knox-Lincoln Farm BuLloyd R. Nutting of Camden from
reau is admirablv
admirably conducted by
oy i June B Nuttlng of Bangor for cruel
County Agent \\ entworth and his I an(j
treatment. Perry for
associates and is being read with in-1 ]ibfuant
creasing interest, not onh hi pa-j jjuriel M. Morrison of Rockland
trons of husbandry, but bt the gen- frotn Frank Mcrrison of Gloucester,
eral public whose welfare is so close- Ma?JJ for cnjel and abu5iw treat.
ly linked with that nf thc farmer and inent Custody of Frank Herbert and
his family. Years ago when thej Della Gertrude miner children grant
Farm Bureau was originated the ed to the libellant until further order
rural communities were inclined to cf Court. Roberts for libellant.
look askance upon it. 'Fhe pro
Edith L. North from Charles D
gressive measures which have been North for the cause of cruel and
introduced have made advocates on abusive treatment. Smalley for libel
all sides, and thc Farm Bureau is lant.
now looked upon as a necessity. '1 he
Inez S. Flint from levi R. Flint of
work of County Agent Wentworth Rockland for cruel and abusive treat
and his efficient staff 'hasdirmly im ment. Custody of John W., age 12
pressed itself upon the district.
years granted to Inez S. Flint until

ANNOUNCES

THE OPENING OF THE

Annual

I Here's wishing Camden succes
[with its first annual winter carni -|
vgl and the kind of weather which!
is necessary for it tu "get tkjat way.

STICKNEY & POOR

PURE VANILLA............................... 20 oz bot 15c

SWORDFISH

WATCH SATURDAY’S COURIER FOR GRAND ANNOUNCEMENT

HERE'S "X" AGAIN

I

Has Readers By Ears With
Problems—Annie Ripley
and A. Jay See Correct

SALADA
TEA

ANNOUNCING
The Opening of a New

Robertson was high scorer with
Libby only a point behind. The
Thomaston girls defeated the Crosby
sextet 37 to 13. Score of boys game:
ThomaMoti

CA

P*PefuI»
fragrant tobacco in4
every 2-qi. tin vf Prince Albert

Prince Albert is swell for “makin’s” cigarettes too.
•UW, B. 1. fcmU, 1<*. >.

FRESH SHORE HADDOCK, pound 1

Anderson. If -------- 0
Merrill. If ....
Woodcock. If
Day. rf —.....
Libby, rf ..
C. Delano, c
O. Delano.^
Johnson, lg .
Uphom. rg ....

Totals ..... ...... ... 11
Ccosby

0
3i
2
2'

FRESH CRISP

REI) RIPE

SWIFTS CLOVER

SPINACH

TOMATOES

BACON

2 lbs. 25c

peck 19c

2 lbs 25c

lb 31c

ASPARAGUS
lge. 31 oz. tin 25c

Pillsbury’s Farina
2 pkgs 29c
Pea Beans,

3 lbs 10c

4'

Salt Pork,

4
26

79c

2 lbs. 31c
MINCED HAM

Johnson Beans, 2 qts 21c

2,

Hen’s another value that wc offer while they laat—
AROOSTOOK COUNTY

POTATOES, peck ... 21c; bushel..

»i

o!

*

Dressed ready for the pan—To Boil. Bakr or Fry

Large 28 oz. pkg.

O.

1 lb 13c

ARMOUR’S RED ROSE OLEO... 2 lbs 33c
SALT PORK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb 13c
CHASE & SANBORN COFFEE ... lb 25c
SELECTED EGGS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. doz 29c
CHEESE, aged just right.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ib 23c
Veal Steak ............................................................... lb 29c
Swift’s Premium Com. Beef Hash two 16 oz tin 27c
Newly Corned Brisket Beef............................... Ib 19c
Fresh Shoulders, 4 to 6 lb average.................. Ib 21c

Pig’s Liver.... ... 2 lbs 25c
Strong Cheese .. .. .. .. .. . Ib 29c

. lb 14c

Pure Lard.. .. .. .. .. .

Smoked Shoulders, short

The Kind You Like

Onions.. .. .. .. .... 6 lbs 25c
HEINZ KETCHUP lge bot
SNIDER KETCHUP, lge bot
YELLOW SPLIT PEAS 2 lbs
IMITATION VANILLA.
three 8 oz bots
SALT.... -............... 10 Ib bag
CAMPBELL'S TOMATO
SOUP -.................... 4 tins
BAKING POWDER. 2 Ib tin

18c
15c
13c
25e
15c
27c
19-

KELLOGGS

ALL BRAN, 2 pkgs 37c
Measuring Cup Free

APRICOT and PRUNE
PIES,
each 24c
HOMESTEAD
RING,
each

29c

The kind you like so well
DOG FOOD
4 cans 25e
OAKITE .................... 2 Pkgs 19e
HEINZ SOUP ........... 2 tins 25r
HERSHEY COCOA
lb tin 14e
GINGER BREAD MIX pkg 23c
DROMEDARY DATES 2 pkg 25c
CAMAY SOAP ........ 4 fakes 19c
SHRIMP ................... 2 cans 23c
CRAB MEAT
tin 23c
RAMSDELL'S SARDINES
3 tins 11c

shank, lean .... .. . Ib 19c

SILVER DUST........................................... lge pkg 10c
FAMOUS NEW SOAP POWDER—SAMPLE PKG. FREE

BULK DATES, new stock......................... 3 lbs 25c
BAKER’S CHOCOLATE ..................... 2 cakes 26c
MIXING BOWL FREE

COCOA....................................................... 2 lb tin 15c
SLICED PINEAPPLE, in syrup; 2 No. 2 tins 25c
MACARONI.................................... two 1 lb pkgs 17c
PRUNES........................................... two 2 lb pkgs 29c
P. & G. SOAP, 1 cake free....................... 4 bars 14c
IVORY SOAP...................................... 2 lgq cakes 19c
ONE SMALL PKG. IVORY FLAKES FREE

“For Winter Health”
SILVER MP

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE
two 13*/2 oz tins 21c

PINEAPPLE JUICE
2 No. 2 tins 25c
TWO POPULAR BRANDS OF
FLOUR AT GREAT SAVINGS

Jell-O ........................ 3 pkgs 17c
Calo Dog Food .......... 3 caw, 25:
Flour and Bran ..... 5 lb bag
Pancake Flour .......... 4 pkgs
Prune Juice . ........ 10 oz bot
Snider's Tomato Juice, 20 oz
Norwegian Sardines .... 2 tins
Cocoamalt ............... 1 lb tin
Liver and Onions ......... can

21c
2$e
10c
10c
15c
39?
10c

MISS MUFFETT
PURPLE CROSS

Diamond Safety Edge Wax
Paper ...................... 3 rolls 25?
One Roll Free

24'/z lb sack 89c

BLUE LABEL

SO. QUEEN FLOUR
24% lb bag 71c

Tomato Juice Cocktail
26 oz bot 17c

“Condolences'

To the Thomaston basketball fan
who sent us condolences on the de
feat f»y Camden, we have to say
that the rooster supply has become
exhausted. Perhaps this would befit
the situatlon-

Smoke 20 fragrant pipeful, of
Prince Albert. If you don't find
it the mellowett, tastiest pipe to
bacco you ever smoked, return
the pocket tin with the rest of
the tobacco in it to us at any time
within a month from this date,
and we will refund full purchase
price, plus postage. (Signed)
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company
Winston-Salem, North Carolina

GRAIN STORE

Cooked in our own Bingo Nut
Cooker daily. In Pure Olive Oil

FRANKFORTS

GOLD

William Baker is proud of the
quality of tobacco that he smokes.
He says: “Prince Albert sure has
the taste.” Because most men are
delighted when they try Prince
Albert, we make this offer:

SALTED PEANUTS

It is seldom that we are able to offer you such an
outstanding sea food value at this season of year. A
value that you have been asking for. With pride we
effer you, direct from boats to our markets—

We Vue No. 1 Peanuts Only

Ml

BLACK PEPPER, packed in beautiful handy
salt and pepper shakers; include a set in
your order; per set........................................... 16c

RAPID COOKING TAPIOCA, two 8 oz pkg 15c

Lb. 19c

O.
p.
P
Jackson, If .... _____ 1
2
4
Robertson, rf ---------- 5
0
10
Cotter, rf .... ____ 0
0
0
3!
Howard, c ....------- 1
1
Smith, lg .... _____ 1
0
2
Totals
___ 14
34 Irish, lg. rg -------- 0
0
0
Rockland
Hall, rg ........ ..... —_ 0
0
0
O.
F.
P. Goguen. rg ........... 0
0
0
Lacrosse. If
___ „ 3
0
6
Leo. If ______
0
0
0
Totals ___ .
19
Bohn. If ___
1
0
2
Referee. Felt.
Hodgkins, rf .......... 0
0
0
Morgan, rf .............. 0
5
5
TIIE GIRLS' GAME
Lord, c .........
0
1
1
Ray. c ___
0
0
0
The Thomaston High Schcol girls:
Crockett, lj
0
1
1
Peterson, lg
0
1
1 are nearing the close of their season j
Murgita. rg
1
•
2 with a splendid record unmarred..
Karl, rg ....
0
0
0 Thelr latest victims were the Crosby
High School girLs of Belfast whom
Totals ................. 5
8
18 they defeated 37 to 17 Tuesdav night.;
Feyler led the procession with eight
Referee—Wotton. Time—4 8 s.
goals from the Boor and four on fouls. I
Thorns,ton 26, Crosby 19
The .summary;
The quintet from Crosby High
Thomaston High—Feyler. I. Henrv I
School, Belfast, gave Thomaston rf. Johnson. Condon If. Coates. J.1
High a goqd battle on the Thomas Henrvc. Pelt. Davis sc. Jack. H John- '
ton surface Tuesday night, but was son rg. Bradlee. Jacobs lg.
Crosby Hihg—Pilley rf Food If. [
defeated by a seven-point margin.
• Loborg c. Woodbury sc. Woods. Cilley.
' Prescott rg. Rochlin. Staples lg. *
WE BUY
Score. Thomaston 37. Crosby 17.
, Gcals from floor. Feyler 8. Johnson
1 5 Condon 2. Pilley 3. Loberg 33. Ooa'.s
CLARENCE E. DANIELS from fouls Feyler 4. Johnson 3. Pilley
JEWELER
1 5. Referee. Pelt. Timers, Spear and
370 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
j Grafton
Scorers, Hayford and
Seeber.

SMOKES 8 PIPES-BUT
ONLY ONE TOBACCO!

CREAM TARTAR and SODA .... lb of each 28c

HEINZSPAGHETTI
3 13’ 2 oz tins 25c

Will Championship Go To Thomaston Or Camden
—Rockland Lost In the Crisis

OLD

Lb. 19c

2 pkgs. 23c

TONIGHTS GAME THE CLIMAX

Fans Wondering What Will Happen

PURE BLACK PEPPER................... 3 oz can 08c
PREPARED MUSTARD......... 9 oz tumbler 07c

2 Sample Pkgs. Free

The delicious

WITH THE BOXERS

Cut to Fry or Broil

SHREDDED WHEAT

1

Rockland. Feb. 19
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Annie Ripley and A. Jay See have
very definitely located the peregrlna- '
tions of my cow. I was certainly j
amazed and deeply grateful for the
incommensurable efforts of friend |
A. Jay See to help me out in my
hour of need. I hope the attachment
co his cow's tail did not effect any ,
hiatus in that final chapter of her
anatomy.
Fannie Tray was on the right trail j
but. owing to abscure printing which
made my 8 resemble a 3. she had my
cow shortened up by 50 feet. Nav-naymy dear Fannie, not for the world
would I have restrained the inquisi-!
tlve nose of my cow from investigat
Camden 34, Rm-kland 18
ing the mysteries around the comers
Rockland High School erstwhile
of my barn For the curiosity of my
con. u> like tlwt of the females of a contender for thc Knox and Lincoln
far more beautiful rpecies, beyond championship, fell by the wayside
all.-er-er-that is-I was about to say. on Camden's court Tuesday night,
I have left my farm and have en
being defeated by the above decisive
listed in the army and I am very
score. Wadsworth and Richarda.
ambitious to rise to the rank of chief
running neck and neck made six
"buck-passer"
more points than Rockland's total
I am puzzled over a problem. Our
Grievous, indeed would the situation
general will have us on parade to
have been if Bill Sullivan's “comers"
morrow. We are to be lined up in
had not beaten the Camden girls 25
solid order in the form of an equi
to 22. Summary of boys' game:
angular triangle with one soldier at
Camden
each apex and 150 soldiers on each
P
O
P.
side of the formation. I have been
Faiibrother. If
2
1
5
ordered to prepare a hot-dog far
n
Annis. If .........
0
0
each soldier on parade. How many
Wadsworth, rf
5
2
12
hot-dogs dol prepare?
Richards, c ....
5
2
12
Hope my friends will take long
2
Belyca. c ____
1
5
i steps to my rescue.
Marriner, lg ...
0
0
0
X
Dickens, rg ....
0
0
0

LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1935
Net Unpaid Losses ....
S64.O41.07
Unearned Premium!. . . .
346,744.65
All other Liabilities . . . .
73.8O2.2J
Cash Capital...........................
1.000,600.00
Surplus over all Liabilities .
1,501,602.88
Total Liabilities and Surplu-i ^2,986,190.83

21'22

A Sale of Quality Products—Packed By
America’s Oldest Spice Millers

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 25

13.076.279 70
C.rors Assets . . .
90.0M.87
Induct items not admitted
Admitted...................... $Z,9S6.IWUki

at the
Corner of Warren and
Main Streets
Ready For Business
F. A. KIMBALL

Buy Saturday for two days. Closed Monday in ob
servance of Washington’s Birthday.

AT 9.00 O CLOCK

further order of Court. Libellee
At Athletie Club Tomorrow Night
ordered to pay to lJocliant the sum of
$10 each week until further order of
nie announcement that Ponn
Court, for support cf child. Smalley Cochran and Young Jack are to meet
for libellant.
again in the main bout at the RockLillian Barbour of St. George from land Athletic Club Friday night reNorman Barbour of Rockland for dc- caik the -b,uie royal" which took
scrtlon. Custody ol Joy Mildred place when they faced each other two
minor ch.ld granted to the libellant *eek;. ago Whether Hamlin will
until further order of Court . the i,e ^e third man in the ring remains
libellee to have the privilege to visit t0 be seen. Nervous people are adsaid minor at reasonable times and ' vised not t0 sep this bout
places. Tirrell for libellajit.
Popeye Manta, advanced to the
Bertha Dearborn of Appleton frem semi-finals, will meet Oscar Rankin
Blinn Page of Skowhegan, one of Clark Dearborn of Union for cruel oj Augusta, who has been making
the three Republican candidates for and abusive treatment. Libellant is! some loot* talR to the effect that
the governorship nomination was a permitted to resume her maiden . popeye will hear the birdies sing. But
v isitor in the city, and while he made name, Bertha Miller. Burrows for xianta will have his .spinach handy,
a careful avoidance of extravagant libellant.
| The prelims will see Vino Johnson
claims, his look of contentment
Carrie L. Cummings from Ethel S., jn a vigorous battle with Ralph
-.poke for itself. His prompt ami Cummings, both of Union for ciuel Morgan; Cracker Favreau attempting
emphatic declaration that he will and abusive treatment. Wilbur for
to come back over the prostrate bodv
work for thc candidate who is nomi libellant.
of Prank Caswell of Warren; and
nated left a very favorable impres
The contested Stover divorce was | Roland Thileaus of Augusta swapping
sion.
continued until the May term.
punches with Robert Vallier cf
Gardiner.
The State Grange is in hear’y ac
Citizens Insurance Company
cord with the highway safety cam
Admission to the Kippy Karnival
of New Jersey
paign which is now being waged—so
ball will be 25c. for parents who do
much so that State Master Richard
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1133
not wish to dance.—adv.
22-1$
Real Relate...................
$ 0
son has instructed each subordinate
Mortgage Loam . . .
0
0
Collateral Loana . . .
Grange to give a few minutes of
2,073,65300
Stocks and Honda . .
each meeting to the subject and to
613.907 47
Cash In Office and Bank
367.4*’ 47
A cents' Balances . . ,
have at least one meeting each year
2JO4.18
Bills Receivable . . .
IK,974.58
Interest and Renta . .
wholly devoted to it.
0
All other Assets. . . .

The line impression which was
made bv Administrator Abraham
son in this city Tuesday night is con
firmed by his declaration in Port
land yesterday that he will not run j
.his organization as "a political!
[ playground.'

Savings for the entire year will be made if you take
advantage of this sale. Everything on sale is from
our regular stock so you can be sure of getting the
best goods obtainable. Come in and see the dozens
of unlisted articles on sale all this week.

February Sale

Threats to prevent Al Smith from
being a delegate to the Democratic
National Convention in Philadel
phia do not seem likely to material
ize. An Associated Pre-s despatch
from New York quotes the Tam
many leader James J. Dooling as
saying that the former presidential
candidate will head the Tammany
ticket.
Possibly he may present
Roosevelt's name. Stranger things
have happened.

Santa Claus is supposed to be in
retirement, but several of the Maine
colleges have evidence to the con
trary. Now comes Bates with grate
ful acknowledgment of a gift of
SI00,000 under the will of the late
Dr. (ieorge Carroll Smith of Bos
ton.

^sbruom

BURPEE FURNITURE GO.

Session But the Divorce
Mill Was Busy

Seventeen divorces were granted
during the term. The list follows:
Marion I. Lindsey from Pred C
The Kilkenny debate row in prog Lindsey Jr., of Rockland for cruel and
ress between Representative John J.
abusive treatment. Libellee to pay
O'Connor of New York and Rev.
Charles E. Coughlin, the radio to libellant the sum of $3.00 a week
priest, has had the country torn be for each of the minor- children, name
tween thc emotions of mirth and ly Bernice M. Mertie E. Lots A . Dale
di may this week. The Congress W. Curtis H. and Marion R. But
man has apologized for his some ler for iibellant.
what rude intentions of kicking the
Marguerite S. Ris.cen of Cushing
radio priest from the Capitol to the ftom Albert O. Risteen of Thomaston
White (louse, hut he had a club in for cruel and abusive treatment
each hand when he retracted his Custody of Phyllis age 6 grarted to
statement, and the verbal flogging libellant until further ord’r of Court.
which he gave the priest, savored a Libellee to pay ,3 abelian! the sum of
little more of Marquis of Queens- four dollars per week for support of
hury rules. Er. Coughlin's weekly said child. Smalley fur libellant.
radio attacks have been made w ith
Marion Marsh Clark of Rcckland
out gloves—five ounce or any other from George W. Clark of Lisbon Palls
kind—and it is not to he wondered for non-support. Custody of George
that this red-headed statesman from Richard minor child granted to libel
New York got his Irish up. What lant until further order of court.
ever may be said about Fr. Coughlin Libellee to pay to libellant the sum
turning the Sabbath into a political, Of
a week for support of minor
shambles, the fact remains that chil(j gird for nfrwngnt
some of the present indignant Demo-1 oladys st Ciair ,\Iorgan Of Rockcrats thought he was a mighty fine | ;an(j from yviniam j? Morgan of
chap while he was showering ti«e ■ Bridgeport. Conn., for non-support.
President with his extravagant Payson f0, libenant
praiseHazel Burr Atwood of Bucksport

1

Every-Other-Day
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DRIED APRICOTS............................... lb19cGcod Luck Lemon Pie Filling 2 pkg 19c
KNOX GELATINE.................. pkg 19c
PINK SALMON.................... 2 cans 21c
MOLASSES...................................... gallon61cTEA, Orange Pekoe...... V2 Ib pkg 19c
WALNUTS, lge size................ lb 19c
PRESERVES.......................... lb jar 17c
TOMATOES............. 3 No. 2 tins 23c
Pure Strawberry or Raspberry

ROLLED OATS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lge 42 oz pkg 23c

NEW M0NAX WEAR
CUP AND SAUCER WITH
EACH PACKAGE

2 LGE. PKGS. CHIPSO
5 BARS STAR SOAP
Large Pkg. Chipso Granules Free

Caution to pedestrians:
the left side of the road!

Walk on

SPECIAL
59c
main street
PERRY’S MARKETS PARK STREET

The State liquor store is to b?
closed Saturday-Washington's Birth
day.

Carlton Ripley, arrived liome from
MALLIS IS COMING
Boston today. He has been taking a
course In modern styles of haircut Noted Speaker To Address
ting.

Mrs. M R. Pillsbury reports seeing
two robins feeding with cedar waxwings and pine grosbeaks.

>934
•

2
9
16
23
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•
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Amid rousing applause Horace A.
Keizer, Dexter street, Thomaston,
smilingly walked to the Park Theatre
stage lust night and received a check
for $100 Bank Night will be held
Fridays at thc Park until further
notice.

The Auxiliary to the Veterans of
Foreign Wars will hold its regular
meeting Friday night at 7.30.

Miss Hazel Vasso, training at Farm
ington Normal School, ls teaching for
two weeks at Allens Mills, near Farm
ington.

Slow down the gi

"What fun we had with Charlie
Chaplin," writes the editor of this pa
per, who Ls wintering in Miami.
"Houses crowded,'1 he adds.

raffes ... the ele
phants can’t keep up

One of thc outstanding events of
the season will be the Masonic
Bazaar to be held in Temple hall,
March 9-12. This promises to be one
of the biggest affairs of Its kind ever
held in Rockland, so plan your en
gagements accordingly and keen
these dates open. Thc general com
mittee Ls headed by Milton M. Grif
fin and with him at the helm the
publie is assured of a good show.
There will be high class entertain
ment each evening and the many
booths will be ln charge of commit
tees from each of the Masonic bodies.
There will be vaudeville, beano, danc
ing, games of skill and a large variety
of other forms of entertainment: in
fact there will be something doing
every minute. There will be no
charge for admission.

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Feb. 20— Pa-'t Presidents' night at
With Major George Blaney as
Edwin Libby Relief Corps.
What would you do if you were in
Feb. 20—Birthday banquet, Methodist speaker, a club swinging performance
vestry.
by Herbert W. Keep, and an extra the clothing business? Slow down
Feb. 20—Baptist Men's league.
Feb. 20—Annual coffee party of fit nice supper, tonight's meeting of thc
your whole organization and wait
Bernard i parish at Odd Fellows hall
for winter to get good and ready
Feb. 21 -Camden-Fire Depar’ment Baptist Men’s League is an assured
Gift Ball ln Opera House.
to vacate ... or speed up and get
Feb. 21—Rockland High School Kippy ] success.
Karnival.
into the march of style?
Feb. 21 (2 to 9.30)—Educational Club
meeu at O.A R. hall.
Beginning next week Park Theatre
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday.
Here we are. opening spring ship
Feb. 22—Union—Winter carnival at will be operated on a curtailed sched
Seven Tree Pond.
ments every day . . . suits from
ule
for
a
time
with
shows
on
Fridays
Feb. 22-24—Camden—Winter carnival
at Hosmer's Pond.
and Saturdays only. Friday night Philadelphia . . . hats from Dan
Feb. 24—-Quarterly meeting Lincoln
bury . . . shirts from IxNxninster.
Baptist Association at First Baptist will be Bank Night and there will be
Church.
It would be a sin to keep new
a
complete
picture
change
each
day.
Feb. 24—Shakespeare Society meets
St. Bernards parish holds its ajimerchandise under rover ... so
with Mrs. Louise buff.
nual
coffee party tonight in Odd
Feb. 26—Ash Wednesday.
One of the tenets of the C-G- Club instead cf slowing down the
Feb 26—Annual meeting of Knox
|
Fellows
hall. Serving of supper will
County Fish and Oame Association at is loyalty and the boys bore it out yes
giraffes . . . we’re speeding up the
Baptist Church In Thomaston.
I begin at 5:30. Mrs. A. W. Doherty,
elephants!
Feb. 27—Masonic masquerade at terday by pleasantly remembering
I as head waitress, will be assisted by
Temple hall.
Feb 28 Warren—Four clans plays, Miss Ruth Ward of The Courier-Ga
| Mrs. Grover Knight, Mrs. Aime
auspices of High School at Town hall. zette staff who is a surgical patient
We're ready. Style marches on.
March 2—Warren-Town meeting.
' Beaudoin, Mrs. Donald Perry-. Mrs
March 5-7—Camden—Food Fair at at Knox Hospital.
Francis Lorrine, Mrs. John Chisholm
Opera House, sponsored by CamdenWinter Overcoats at price* ■ Mrs. D. L. McCarty, Mrs. Clifton
Roekport Llona Club.
March 0—Tenants Harbor—Town meet
Lewiston
Journal:
“Rockland
ing.
' Cross. Mrs. Streeter Webster, Mrs.
that will interest you
March
9-12-Masonic
Bazaar
at Townsendltes are not waiting for
j Ray Foley and Misses Alice FlanaTemple hall.
March 17—St. Patrick's Day.
$200 a month each to have a good
i gan. Viola and Dorothy Anderson,
March 23—Bath—Launching of the
time. They are serving clam chow
CLOSED ALL l»AV MONDAY
destroyer Drayton.
i Helen Pletroski. Margaret Hannegan
March 23-26—Orono—Farm and Home der suppers now." The increasing de
| Ellen Daly, Frances Young and
week.
mand would seem to indicate an early
April 5—Palm Sunday.
i Agnes Brown. There will toe a light
April 10—Oood Friday.
shortage of clams.
April 12—Easter.
j enterlfiinment and fun is promised
April 15-20—Augusta—Maine Metho
I in beano under the direction of: A.
dist conference
June 9—Republican National Conven
Howell Cullinan, who has Deen so 418 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME. W. Doherty. Aime Beaudoin, Thomas
tion opens In Cleveland.
June 9-11—Annual convention O.AR. much missed on the Herald-Traveler
Fleming, Benjamin Dowling, Tho
and allied bodies In Rockland.
news broadcast, is having a fort
mas and John Chisholm. Daniel
June 15—Primary Election.
June 19-21—Annual encampment of night's rest, according to announce
Coughlin and Robert McCarty.
th* Maine Department. Veterans of
ment from that station. The custom
Foreign Wars, in this city.
At
the
annual
meeting
of
the
Civil
June 2&28-Lewt'ton—American Le
Burpee Furniture Co. announces
gion and Sited bodies, hold State con ers will all be glad to hear hls voice War Memorial Association these
tentions.
again.
the opening of Its Annual February

GREGORY’S

THE WEATHER
Very cold, if you ask us. Thc past
two mornings have seen sub-zero tem
perature to the extent of 4 below, and
the winter is in a fair way to estab
lish a new record for the number of
sub-zero readings—in modern times,
at least. Fair and warmer today.
Cloudy with probable snow tomorrow.

The eyes of the local basketball
world will be turned on Thomaston
tonight, as the championship of the
Knox and Lincoln championship is to
be settled by the game between
Thomaston High and Camden High. |
May the best team win.

officers were elected: President. I.
|
Leslie Cross; vice president. Mrs.
Millie Thomas; clerk. Edward K.
Gould; treasurer. Mrs. Mae Reed;
auditor. Henry C. Chatto: trustees, A.
W. Marsh. Mrs. Lizzie French. Mr.s.
MilUe Thomas. Mrs. Velma Marsh.

Rockland Lodge of Perfection meets
Friday at 430 p ro., when the degree
The Ice at Community Par* is In of Secret Master, never before worked
in the Rockland valley, will be con
excellent condition.
ferred. At 7.39 p. m. the 14th degree
There will be no mail deliveries on will be conferred. It Ls expected that
Frank C. Allen. 33 degrees, will be
Saturday as it is a legal holiday.
present.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps Ls ob
Richard A. French, son of Dr. and
serving its annual past presidents’
Mrs.
C. F. French of 87 Summer street
night tonight. Supper at 6.
was recently elected to membership
Tlie next meeting of Fales Circle. of the Good Government Club at
Ladies of the G AB . will be held Mount Hermcn School. Mount Her-)
Feb. 28, and not Friday of this week. mon. Mass. French, a newcomer this
year, has been active in hockey this
A. C. Ramsdeil of the Ramsdeil winter.
Packing Company is in Boston this
“As I am a former Knox County
week buying additional equipment
girl,
the paper is like hearing from
for his factory.
old friends," writes Mrs. M. F. Mc-j
Miss Bertha McIntosh was soloist Farland of New Harbor, who adds an- j
at the meeting of the Warren other bouquet in the comment, “I
Grange last Saturday, when granges take a number cf magazines and pa
of Waldoboro and East Union were pers, but The Courier-Oazette is my i
guests.
favorite."

According to a vote of thc Mer
chants' Committee of the Chamber of
Commerce local stores will remain
open Saturday and observe Washing
ton's Birthday by closing Monday.
The Maine Society. Daughters of
tlie Founders and Patriots of Ameri
ca, held its annual meeting in Au
gusta Monday. Mrs. E. F. Glover
was elected one of the councillors.
The next meeting will be held in
Bangor in May.
Those who were unable to attend
the Junior Class one-act plays at the
High School auditorium last night
will wish to avail themselves of tlie
opportunity for tonight.
Three
clever plays put on by strong casts
displayed the splendid coaching
given by Miss Dorothy Parker of the
faculty. Tomorrow the annual Kip
py Karnival will hold forth. Many
articles will be on sale, and a novel
entertainment will be offered ln the
afternoon, the final activity to be *
the dance in the evening. The
Karnival should: offer opportunity
for alumni members to stage re
unions while doing thelr bit to help
school finances. Make a point to at
tend in any event and see what a
marvelous stunt the young folks do
In putting on an activity of such size
and importance.

. Admission to thc Kippy Karnival
ball will be 25c. for parents who do
not wish to dance.—adv.
22-lt
Burpee Furniture Co. announces
the opening of its Annual February
Furniture Sale, Tuesday, Feb. 25, at
9 o'clock. Watch Saturday's CourierGazette for grand announcement
—adv.

Tlie Auxiliary to the Veterans
Foreign Wars will have a, public sup
per Saturday at K. P. hall, 5-7.
22-23

Banger Commerciak A party of
members of the Bangor Kiwanis Club,
had a tough trip up frem Rockland,
where they attended a big gathering,
on Monday night. One group left
Rcckland at 1.45 a m. and arrived in
Bangor on Tuesday morning at 7
o'clock. Progress was necessarily
slew In the fc? and slippery going,
their car sliditv? into snow banks |
often, making it necessary for all but J
the driver to get out and push the car j
back. On the descent of many hills i
two men walked ahead of the car in
the glare of the headlights to mark .
the roadway. On Prospect hill a bus |
was found stalled by the roadside in a ;
snow drift, the driver having been
unable to get to the top of the hill on
glare ice. As the bus was sliding back
he prudently guided lt by degrees into
the deep snow and abandoned it. It
was still there on Tuesday forenoon." I

BURPEE’S
Funeral Service

Caution to pedestrians:
the left side of the road!

Walk on

JAMESON’S SPECIALS
Fancy Native Fowl..............................................Ih

-32

These arc nice fowl, less than a year old, and the neigh
bors like them.

LOWER PRICES ON QUALITY BEEF
Best Cuts Rump Steak............................ •»....... U> .49
Best Cut* Porterhou»e ...................................... lb .45
Best Cut* Sirloin.................................................. Ih .40
Boneless Loin Roast Medium Heft Beef...... lb .30
Good Hamburg Steak ...................................... lb .18
Leg* Bert Lamb .................................................. lb -25
Fores Best Lamb.................................................. Ih .18
One Pound Cans Corned Beef.................................. 21
You will be surprised how good and economical this is,
by adding potato, onion and a green pepper, you have a
wonderful hash. I know it Ls good, friend wife made
one last week.

Waldo County Potatoes.............................. bushel 1.00
Cabbage and Turnip.............................................. Ih .02
New Cabbage....................................................... Ih .06
Good Cut Carrot*................................................... Ih .04
Swift’s Premium Shoulder* ............................ Ih .24
Our customers say they are as good as the premium hams.

New Bunch Carrot*.............................2 bunches .15
Chase & Sanborn Break O’ Mom Coffee .... lb .19
La Touraine Coffee................................................ lb .27
Columbia Tomato Soup............................ 3 can* .17
Johnson Y. E. Bean*........................................... qt .10

Red Kidney Beans................................................ qt
Northern Spy Apple*................................... peck .40
Large Head Lettuce ...................................................... 10
Small Head Lettuce...................................... 2 for .13
Cut Refugee Beans.................................... 2 can* .25
Whole Refugee Beans............can .18; 3 for .50
Seeded Raisins.................................................. pkg .08
Baker’s Chocolate............................................. Ib .26
Baker’s, Burnett’s or,Foss Vanilla.......................... 25
Peanut Butter............................................. 2 lb jar .35
Superba Tomatoes—
Large Can*...................................... 20; 3 cans
Small Cans...................................... 15; 3 cans

AND

.50
.40

These tomatoes please everybody.

Funeral Pariors
Established 1840
Licensed Embalmers and
Attendants
John O. Stevens.
Alden Ulmer
Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews

Day or Night Telephone
450
Representatives in all large cities
in tha United States and Canada

AMBULANCE
Service Is Instantly available.
Experienced attendant* on doty.

Day and Night Telephone
450
Ml MAUI ST.

Furniture Sale, Tuesday, Feb. 25. at
9 o'clock. Watch Saturday's CourierGazette for grand announcement.
—adv.

ROCKLAND. MR.

30-tf

Corned Spareribs ................................................ lb .18
3 Oz. Bot. Stickney & Poor’s Vanilla...................... 25
2 Lb. Pkg. Common Sense Baking Powder.......... 25

Knox County Christian
Endeavor Union
PLAY THE NEW GAMES

The Knox Coun
ty Christian En
deavor Union w'll
hold Its quarter
ly rally and an
nual election of
officers Monday.
Feb. 24 at the
Baptist Church,
beginning with a
devcticnal and business meeting at
5 p. m. and ending with an evening
service at 7.30, to which the public is ]
invited.
The young people have invited gs
their speaker James E. Mallis of the
Ceylon and India General Mission of
which he is field secretary. He was
bom ln India and lived there 20 years.
His education was obtained in Great
Britain whence he returned to India
as a tea-planter. In thc Indian
Army as an officer the Lord Jesus
spoke to him and he was saved, and
gave hls Ufe for missionary service.
Mr. Mallis will also speak at the
morning and evening services and th? {
Christian Endeavor .Service at the
First Baptist Church Sunday, and at
the 2 p. m. service of the Lincoln Bap
tist Association on next Monday,
which will be held in thc same church

The ladles all say these are the best rookies they have seen.

OBSERVING WASHINGTON’S BIRTHDAY
THE STORES WILL BE CLOSED MONDAY

J. A. JAMESON CO.
743 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL. 17

DRESS LENGTHS

$1.98 and $2.98

3 to 5*/i Yard*
Until Saturday

Mr. Richards wa., born ln London.
England, the son of John'Albert and
Amanda Adams Richards, the eldest
of a family of 11. He was chrLstene.l |3
in the Chureh of England. In London. J
and came to this country at the age ! 3
cf seven.
He was a member of the Granite
Cutters' Union and his skill at his
chosen trade was well known and his ,
services were always in demand until
his retirement from active business
eight years ago, due to ill health. He
was part owner of a granite business
in Quincy. Mass, for a number of
years.
HLs life centered around hls family,
who feel his loss very keenly.
He is survived by his wife, Laura
(Leach) Richards; three daughters,
Mrs. Hazel R Thomas of South Wey
mouth. Mass.. Mrs. Nina A. Whit?,
Mrs. Evelyn E. Ludwig, and cne son,
Harold T. Richards of Rockland: four
sisters. Mrs. Walter Seymour of New
York. Mrs. Etta McGee. Mrs. Edith
Cameron of Clark Island, and Mrs.
Mabel Allison of Rockland; two I
brothers. Haley and Richard Rich
ards of Clark Island; also nine grand
children and one great-grandchild.
Funeral services were held at the,

NO CUTTING—NO SAMPLES

THE MATERIALS

s

Silks
• Acetates
Rough Crepes
• Sand Crepes
Pebble CTepes
• Canton Crepes
Crepeback Satin • Panne Satins
• Sport Weaves
6 Fancy Weaves
• Oatmeal and Farina Fabrics
|9 Matelasse Cloths

Every Dress Length Ls carefully examined
and tested by the Empire Slate Chemist

SALE OF SHEETS
Occasionally we have an opportunity to buy Irregulars of well known sheets . . . here they are
at real savings. The irregularities are heavy threads or small oil spots, nothing to hurt the
wear . . . only a few . . . come or phone early.

BONIFIED

COHASSETT

Same Count as Pepperell

Pequot Irregulars

Full Size

81x99

$1.00

FINAL CLEARANCE OF COATS
NOW ON
$16.30

$25.00

$39.50

$58.00

COATS

COATS

COATS

H0.50

*15.00

*25.00

COATS
*35.00

CRANE COMPANY&3S93&SSHARMONICA BAND
_____

Cramer, who passed away Dec. 21, 1917,
and my husband. Clarence L. Cramer,
who passed away Feb. 20. 1934.
My lipa cannot tell how I miss them.
My heart cannot tell what to say.
Ood alone knows how I miss them.
In a home tliat ls lonesome today.
Mrs. Clarence Cramer

toastmaster. Ermo Scott extended
greeting, from the school, followed
A very interesting unit in China by remarks by Principal Hall. The
hu, just been completed ln Orade, response was given by Lloyd Hatfield.
3 and 4 under the direction of Mrs. A program of readings and music was
Susie Nason. ThLs work In gtogra- enjoyed.
• • • •
phy has been correlated with a study
The freshmen girls won the bas
or Marco Polo’s travel ln history.
This study resulted In an exhibition ketball game with the junior g.rla
cf the children's work and collection by a s;ore of 14 to 9. The alumni
of Chinese articles in the children's boys played the Normal boys' team.
library on Friday. An interesting The first game was won by tha
array of oriental wall hangings, k'fes alumni 35 to 10, who played a team
and fans were to be seen us well as a that had as members men who have
beautiful Chinese doll and dishes been playing all season on various
kindly leaned toy Mrs. W D.’ Hull. teams in this vicinity Thc highThere were also many interesting ob point man for the alumni was Archie
jects nnd pictures which the children' Nickerson of Belfast who scored one
brought in.
' foul ^°®' and'seven fleld goals. The
■ « • •
second game was played by the same
Twenty members of the alumni Normal team, who though tired by
were present cn Saturday in observ-, the first game won 22 to 15. This
ance ot beys' alumni day. An infor- alumni team was mad! up of boys
mal afternoon wns spent in various I who have not been playing much this
ways. Supper was served in Richard-, season. An informal dance followed
son Hall With Robert Corthell as the gamec.

AT CASTINE NORMAL

ONLY SEVEN DAYS LEFT

BIG REMOVAL SALE
Everything Will Be Sold Regardless of Cost
To Save Moving Expense

A FEW HEADLINE BARGAINS
PURE LARD ‘................................................ lb

CARD OF THANKS
Sincere appreciation and gratitude Is
expressed to the ataff of nurses and
Dr. Nell S. Fogg of Knox Hospital for
the kindness shown me while I was a
patient there.
Mrs. Carrie Tolman

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our most sincere
thanks and appreciation to our friends
for thelr many expressions of kindness
and sympathy during our recent be
reavement, also for thc many beautiful
( flowers, and especially ito Dr. Lawry
and Mission Boat Sunbeam
Mrs. H. J. Ames. Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Young. Mr. and "Mrs. Oscar Ames. Mr.
and Mrs Avon Ames.

63x99
72x99
81x99

89c

hr°rK
Tm d«?Tie' ™ ' Numbers For the State Of
J. Charles MacDonald officiating. ThMaine Contest Have Been
floral tributes were many and beau
Selected
tlful. Interment will be at Wiley’s
Thc Harmonica Band Contest num
Corner In the spring.
bers for th? State of Maine are cut,
Caution to pedestrians: Walk on and haye been selected as follows:
Claa A—(a) In the Oood Old Sumthe left side of the road!
J mer Time, (b) Optional number.
| Clas B—ia) Intermezzi “Cavaleria
BURN
BLAISDELL-At Auguata. Ffb 19. to | Rustlcano;'' (b) Optional number.
Mr. and Mts. Joseph E. Blaisdell, a
Two part—(a) Annie Laurie; (b)
son.
j Augustine.
Three cups are being offered to
DIED
DURANTE—At Rorkland. Feb. 14 Mrs. winniag clubs, that must win it three
Rose Durante, aged 61 years.
RICH—At Worcester. Mils. Feb
14. successive years In order to hold lt
Alphonso H. Rich, formerly of Rock permanently. This contest will take
land, aged 81 years. 1 day. Interment
place in Portland, early in spring, date
In Achorn cemetery.
COPELAND—At Rockport. Feb
18. to be announced.
Eldora (Shlbleel widow of Fred Cope
Rockland has about 40 boys and
land. aged 76 years, s months. 7 days.
Funeral from Russell parlors. Rock girLs at the present time interested
port. Friday at 1 p. m.
BROWN—At Appleton. Feb 19, William in this work. In order to prepare for
L. Brown, aged 88 years. 7 months. 25 thc Portland contest and Rockland
days. Funeral services at the Church
program, n;w “underway," regular
Sunday at 2 p. m.
LUFKIN—At Rockland. Feb. 20. Char rehearsing for March and April is
lotte Mse. wife of William R Lufkin,
aged 56 years. 9 months. 18 days. necessary. Classes for beginners will
Funeral at the Bicknell apar'menu
b? open until Feb. 25. Parents are
Sunday at 2 p. nt.
STEVENS—At Bangor. Feb. 18. William asked to remind members of rehearsaLs
8leven». aged 85 years Funeral F-lda/
at 2 o'clock from Burpee's fun*ral at the home of Ruth E. Sanborn—be
parlors.
ginners, Monday at 4 p. m.; and ad
vanced pupils every Wednesday here
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of my son. Roy after at 4 p m.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish Ao express our sincere thanks
to our many friends and neighbors for
thelr kindness and sympathy in our
recent bereavement, especially to nil
those who gave the use of thelr cars,
also to all for the beautiful floral offer
ings.
Mrs. Mary E Holbrook. Mrs. Hazel I,.
Oonary and Mr. ar.d Mr-. Oeorge A.
Lawry.

Sold by the piece only
regardless of yardage
NO MEASURING—NO WAITING

Relatives and friends were shocked j
to learn of the sudden death of Wil
liam H. Richards, 68. which occurred
Feb. fo, after nn illness of only one
day. He was a man of sterling qualities. beloved and respected by alt
whose privilege it was to know him.
His was a modest and quiet nature
and his acts of kindness and charity
were done in an unassuming manner.

THE
LENGTH

Not On Sale

WILLIAM II. RICHARDS

This Ls a good article for small prite.

Salted Dandelions ......................................... 2 lbs .25
We have three leaders in Cookies.... for per lb .20
Chocolate Poms, Chocolate Filled, Vanilla Filled

Enables You To Share In a Country-wide Value Sensation

The chapel at th? Russell
Funeral Home is quiet, con
venient and set amid peaceful
home surroundings. The use
of this beautiful chapel may
be had at no extra cost.

.12%

SALT PORK................................................... .'.. lb .13
WHITE ROSE, Fancy Family Flour........ bag .69
PILLSBURY’S PEST Flour ........................ bag 1.09
MOLASSES, fancy ......
gal .50
SUGAR.........
....................... 10 lb cloth bag .47
PEA BEANS........................................................... qt .05
JOHNSON’S YELLOW EYES .... Same Low Price
CRACKED CORN and Meal, fancy No. 2 yel.
per bag I....'.......:..'..?.’............................................... 1.39

All other Feeds at Less Than Carload Lot Prices
While They Lait

ALL THESE SPECIALS ARE SUBJECT TO
PREVIOUS SALE—BUY TODAY
TREE DELIVERY

Russell Funeral Home
TEL. 662
9 CLAREMONT ST., ROCKLANU
Stf

PARK STREET
Rdf flioce Vf nw I Hiriri

ROCKLAND

TEL. 1200
22-23

Page Fouf

FLAME

FORES
HAROLD
TITUS
lllusti*atfoiw

IRWIN MYERf

W.N U- SERVIC

say these; you get to hell outta
here before somet'lng very bad
catch up with—"
He did not finish the threat. Sure
of himself as a bad man well and
long feared will be, he was unpre
pared for Kerry's quick move.
He swung sharply and stoutly,
putting all hls strength Into the
swing. His palm caught Bluejay
on the ear with a stinging smack;
tbe force of the blow rocked the
man, swayed him off balance. He
threw out hls arms, teetering on
one foot; he clawed the atr twice,
writhed and strained an Instant to
get the other foot down In time,
and, falling, flung himself sidewise
for the river in a half fall, half
dive.
The Impact of hls body on the
stream made a mighty splash. He
came np Immediately, shaking hls
eyes clear and treading water.
“Wh-wbat you t'lnk you doin’,
eh?” he gasped. “What you—"
“I think I knocked you loose
from yourself as a beginning!”
Kerry said hotly. “And I'm stand
ing here to wait for yon to come up
again. I'll knock you in as fast as
you come up, Injun. . . . That Is, It
you come up on this side. If you
want to keep out of trouble with
me. you swim yourself across
yonder and stay there! Get that!
Stay there!"
"Hoi So you t’lnk—"
With a defiant curse the man
started swimming for the forbid
den shore, and Young, hitching at
hls belt, followed slowly along the
trestle, ready for a second encoun
ter. .But Bluejay had not gone far.
looking upward at that dark and
Infuriated face, when he hesitated,
spat angrily and turned, striking
out for West's Landing, swimming
like an otter.

THE STORY

CHAPTER I.—Kerry Tounf. a lad
of «even. la prepared to flee the
burning lumber camp of hla benefac
tor, Jack Snow, who took the young•ter to live with him at the death
of Kerry a mother. Tod Weet haa Instructed Kerry to come with a flle
containing the camp’s funda ahould
It ho endangered. Flames attack the
office, and Kerry, hugging the pre
cious flle, and Tod race to town. Tod
acta queerly. At the hank the flle
le found empty and Kerry la blamed
with taking the wrong one.

CHAPTER II—Snow, hla head
quarters and money gone, le ruined
and aooa thereafter dlea. leaving
Kerry to the Poor Commissioner.
Kerry suspects Tod and swears te
•ven the score.
CHAPTER III.—ta • Bt. Paul ofllce
Kerry, now In mar.hood, and an ex
pert woodsman. lewrns of the where
abouts of West. Kerry rescues a
lovely girl from a scoundrel, who
proves to be West. Tod threatens to
pauperise the girl Nan Downer. She
thanks Kerry and tella him of the
robbery, and murder of her father
and of Tod'a advances. She la oper
ating a lumber tract which her fa
ther had purchased from West.

CHAPTER IV.—Kerry makes camp.
At the general atore In West's Land
ing. he finds Tod engaged In a poker
rame. Jim Hinkle, timber employee,
osea heavily. Kerry expoaes Tod’s
cheating and disarms him. The crowd
la unconvinced of Tod's duplicity.
Kerry Identities himself to West,
who denies knowing him and ad
vises him to leave town.

f

CHAPTER V—Nan tells Dr. Eira
Adams of Kerry's rescue of her from
Tod. and of West’s threat. Esra, who
la coroner, visits Kerry, and after
reviewing the murder etory appoints
Kerry coroner'e clerk. Suspicion of
the murder had rested on Holt Stu1 art, employee of Downer, and npon
'Jim Hinkle, who wae cleared by Tod.
The doctor has the fatal bullet and
the eerial numbers of the stolen
hills, one of which has just been
paid to Adams. It came out of the
poker game. Tod orders Jim to rua
Kerry out of town.

I
CHAPTER VII

JOB and some enemies, and

CHAPTER VL CONTINUED

A full hour bad passed since he
carried her from the water. New
and again Jim Hinkle looked at
Young, and hla lipa would twitch.
Othera were talking lowly, moving
about, their tensity gone. Kerry
could see shrugs and heads shaken.
They had given up hope.
“Don't you think,” Mel Knight,
the storekeeper at the Landing,
asked aa be came close, “that It'd
be as well .. . You see, they got to
realize It sometime.*'
“No. we won't quit"
He had Just started the pres
sure, but relaxed It He held bis
hand on tbe small back and turned
hla head, Intently waiting for what
he had thought he felt to come
again.
Then It came again . . . Just the
whisper of a cough!
“Careful, Jim! Steady now!” He
held tbe trembling father back wtth
one arm, and began to chafe one
of the little girl's wrists rapidly.
He beckoned Nan to him.
“Get after the feet," he said qui
etly. "She's on her way.”
Ten minutes later Kerry gave the
moaning child Into her father's
arms and stood beside Nan, watch
ing her carried tenderly away. The
look on the mother's face, tbe vast
relief and
thanksgiving which
allowed In the very set of Jim's
shoulders, touched things within
Young.
A 'breed had turned to Join the
ragged procession moving up the
bank.
•‘Who’s the Injun?” he asked the
girl, eyes following the great frame
of the man, strength of which could
not be concealed by the cotton shirt
and faded overalls and moccasins.
“Hls name la Bluejay . . . Frank
Bluejay,” ahe answered; and then,
aa If pointedly: “Why?”
He shrugged. “He waa spying
on me from across the river this
morning.”
A slight gasp escaped her.
“Bluejay too! He’s a bad dtfsen,” she whispered. “Everyone dis
trusts him except Tod West. He
works for him, when he works.”
A hard smile came into Young’s
eyes and he nodded.
"When he works, eh?” he asked.
They parted then, Nan going to
ward the mill. Young mounting the
trestle abutment slowly.
“Hi, Bluejay 1" he hailed.
The 'breed turned, standing on
the ties.
“What you want?” he asked,
with the accent of hls race, and
bis look was clearly a belligerent
one.
, Young did not answer until he
had covered the distance between
them. When, at arm’s-length, Kerry
stopped, he said quietly;
“I want to know this: why were
yoo watching me from cover this
i morning? And when I've found that
out, I’m going to ask you why you
were fighting me under water down
there?",

“Who’s askin’ that?” Bluejay
asked. "You? Huh! I tell you;
I say to you, lt'a none of your dam’
business what I do!” He nodded
slowly, head thrust forward. “I
:gay somet'lng more to you. eh’ I

LINCOLNVILLE
•‘That's all right, Jim. Yon need
n’t even have said that much."
.1
Mrs. Lucy Knight of the village
“Oh, yes! I had to say that.
has the telephone, 10-2.
But that's the smallest part of It.
I ... I got other things to say,
Misses Oladys Healri and Ruth
Young.
Heald of Camden passed the week
“I'm no good, you know. I’m a
end at Hall's cottage.
hell ot a citizen. I drink and I gam
Miss Edna Coombs of IslcAoro Is
ble and I don't pay attention to my
debts like I ought I don't amount
at the home of her sister, Mrs. Lydia
to nothin'.
But It’s only when
Stevens, for a few days.
somethin' happens like happened to- ’
Kenneth Clark ls a patient at
day that I git thlnkln' about it |
Camden Community Hospital.
much.
The valentine card party given
“And I got this to say ... be
cause ot the things I've been thinkSaturday night at the Orange hall
in* this afternnon; I was lower’n
was delightful In every respect,
a snake's belly to tome to you like
decorations being of seasonal colors.
I did 'nd try* to drive you out ot
A short program was staged at Inthis country!”
1 termlssion In charge of Mrs. Louise
Pause.
Eugley. after which Mrs. Hazel Heald
“You see It's different, now. I
hostess, served cake and ices, a
. . . That Is, I come to you Just
after sunup like I . . . like I be
guess cake donated by Mrs. Elsie
lieved what the rest of 'em be
Nickerson proving a pleasing feature
lieve: that you framed up some
and eventually going to Mrs. Annie
thin' on Tod."
Miller. From the 10 tables In play,
“And you knew all along that
receipts for the Grange fund
It was real? That he did cheat?”
j amounted to $16.
Another pause. Then, “Yes!"—ln
a whisper.
Thc third Winter camval under
Something unusual here.
A high-speed romance carried on
The story opens with Raymond, as i the supervision of Mrs. GTOver
“And you figure I am In danger
now; and you figured the same way in a spooky atmosphere under the » novelist seeking a quiet place to Drinkwater, leader of the Airline
write a new book, coming to a desert-' Boys Club, and LeRoy Wood, was
this morning. Then the change Is
ever-present threat of desperate
# mldwlnter crowned with marked success. The
all ln yon, Jim? In your . . . your
gangsters and blazing guns, and leav- nighJ Though he hopes to be alone, day was obligingly suitable and Ohc
attitude, I might sa.v?”
Of unexpected and mystrri- large attendance Included many
"I guess that's gettln* dost to ened with side-splitting comedy situ- a
It"
ations. forms the basis of "Seven ous visitors arrive and his solitude from adjoining towns who parttclpaYoung scratched hls head and Keys To Baldpate." with Oene Ray- is turned Into a turmoil, amid which ted with enthusiasm In the sports
took a deep breath.
the heroine remains almost as baf- events. Miss Ruth Cllley. student of
“It'e a little deep for me," he mond.
While
Raymond
does
not
discover
fling as the rest. How the exciting Belfast High, was crowned Queen
laughed.
"Ain't it what a man thinks that the identity of her new love. Mar- circumstances are finally made clear and won the pennant. Miss Cllley
counts more than what he does?" garet Callahan, until the very end of and the lovers united, comprise; the 1» the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
In Hinkle's voice was a sort of pas the film, this uncertainty adds spire ending of this unique screen offering. Stanley Cllley of this town and
sionate plea for understanding.
to the love affair in this RKO Radio rated as one of the year's outstand-1 popular In the younger set.
“Yea; I guess you're right."
, thriller.
, ing Aims.—adv.
I
• •••
“You see. Young,”—grasping the _________________________________________________________________________________
SUvrtr Annis-ersary Party
front of Kerry's slicker and look
A party of gay friends assembled
ing quickly about.—"I didn't want
WEST WASHINGTON
HOPE
recently at the Community room to
to come to you today! I knew you
caught Tod dealln' crooked, even If
There has been but little Illness ln
Mrs Mae Hibbert has returned ! celebrate the 25th wedding anntverI didn’t dare let on to him 'nd tbe town and those who are shut in are home alter caring for Mrs George sary of Mr. and Mrs. Everett Scrurest. But I had to make you think progressing toward health
Northrup of Razorvtlle for two weeks, ton. The room was attractively
I didn’t owe you anythin'. That's
The
spring
vacation
for
schools
in
Mr. and Mrs Alton Wellman and' decorated In white and sUver, with
what makes me feel like a skunk!”
this section will begin very soon and chUdren Frederick and Celia recently ] wedding bells of various shapes and
“Oh, I see. . . . Yes, I see how
visited Mr. and Mrs Stanley Jones sizes predominating.
It Is. . . . So It was necessary for of course welcomed by all.
The good ship. "Matrimony."
you to make that play this morn
Was Alice Morton visited relatives of Razorvllle.
ing. That It. Jim?"
Mr and Mrs Walter Withee and adorned with hearts, lay quietly at
and friends in other parts of the
Almost reluctantly, tbe man said:
son Oeorge have been guests of Mr. anchor. The wedding table occupied
State, during the weekend.
“Yea; that's It"
and Mrs Edson Wellman.
a prominent position beneath an
Fishing through the ice is a favorite
“I'd say that was a queer fix for
Cleo Bartlett served on thc Grand arch of huge bells and drapes, and
a man to get himself Into."
pastime here Thc ice is very thick
Jury in Rockland during the Febru- was covered with white linen. In a
“I told you I wasn't any good."
on the por.ds but there has been no
ary term of court
; silver centerpiece was set a beauti"But you were wrong. You are
' skating thus far.
Mrs Fred Babb of West Washington ful pewter vase filled with bride's
some good; a lot of good, I'd sa.v.
With at least part of what has been was in Waterville Friday to help cele- roses, these being the gift of the
If you weren't, you wouldn't be
waiting for me here tonight to try considered a hard winter past hls- b_at^ the birthday anniversary of her Auxiliary and assembled friends to
to fix np what you've broke!"
tory. It Is worthy of mention that not m;ther Mrs Sarah Smith. who is 91 Mr. and Mrs Scruton.
''ell ... It ain’t nothin'. It's once has the mall missed a trip and Mrs. Norman Weymouth of Water- i Delicate pink candles tn crystal
all I can do.
very seldom been late. Such service vllle gave a delightful valentine party holders, with silver leaves scattered
Young shook his head. "Xo, you
to her mother. Mrs. Smith, who re- here and there completed the dec- I
can do quite a little more. You cannot fail to be appreciated.
can tell me, for Instance, why you
Mr and Mrs C. A Dunton are visittwo birthday cakes, fruit, flow- orcations, supplemented by four
thought it necessary to believe ing relatives ln Massachusetts. En- m valentines and other dainties, hancteomely-decorated
wedding
what West said instead of what route they were guests of their out of town guests who were present cakes which later adorned the table,
your eyea told you."
brother Jchn Dunton. Mrs France; wrc Mrs Annie Lundy of Boston. As the all-important guest couple ar-,
“He amounts to a lot around
Eugley of Lincolnville Is keeping Mrs Carrie Perry of Millinocket. Mrs. rived, they were greeted by cheers
here. Tod West does."
“And you don't dare cross him?" house for them during their absence Herbert Thing. Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge J and it required some minutes for j
Mr and Mrs Earl Norwood ard Brown of Oakland, and a host of Mrs. Scruton to recover from the
“Not much. . . . God, Young, If
family visited Mrs. Norwood's mother. locaj frj^nds
surprise.
you only knew!"
Mrs. Emma Smmons. recently.
Fred swett and daughter and sons
The climax of the entertainment
"I'm here; I'm ready Io listen."
"But I can't tell you! It's nothin’
At the last meeting of Hope Grange Ralph and Orville were callers Sun- was reached when a mock wedding j
that concerns you. It's nothing' an excellent program was presented day ln Waterville,
was solemnized. Rev. Mr. Ford as
you know about."
by the lecturer. Mrs Emma Sun- ) percy Prescott of Whitefield visited presiding clergyman, gaily bedecked,
He had started to back away.
mons. containing these numbers; Saturday In West Washington.
In full dress suit, red tie and red
Kerry, mind clicking smartly, real
Miss Francis Marr of Razorvllle was : kerchief—not to mention those two
ized that here was perhaps an out Singing by the Orange: reading.
side chance to learn more of Tod Georgia Brownell; dialogue. "Henry weekend guest of Miss Mildred curls which graced his forehead. t
West than he could learn from any Hires the Cook." Mary Allen. Ray- , Turner
Mrs EUen Connors and Mrs. Vera
other source. He pressed bis ad mond Ludwig and Ellen Ludwig;
Arnold Bartlett was a business, Ford sang. "Oh. Promise Me" and
vantage.
question. "Docs it pay to keep farm caller Monday in Rockland.
"My Bonnie." with words appro pri“lt’a something that concerns accounu?" discussed by several I Mr and Mrs W1U Hanson * Som- ate to the occasion. To the strain^
you, though. Jim. It’s something
that makes you ... well, that keeps brothers of the Grange; reading.' erville were recent visitors at the ■ of “The Wedding March" played by
Mrs Granville Mrs Bernice Calderwood. the wedyou under West's thumb? That Ir?" Florence Allen of Tranquility Grange; hcme of Mr and
"Or his heel!” The man's voice “Famous birthdays occurring ln Feb- j Turner.
ding party entered, preceded by Mr.
shook.
j ruary." Mary Barrett; current events.
Ford. The groom. Scott Knight, was
"You've had a lot to think about Elmer True; stunt. “Use your eyes."
dressed ln a cutaway coat, derby hat.
CLARK ISLAND
today. You've made an about-face
Farm Bureau women held a mcetred necktie, and smoked a cigar. The
•nd have come clean with me on
ing recently at the home of Mrs
Mrs WlUlam Caven Who is a pa- bride. Miss Marion Young, was
one detail. Now wouldn't It be
the smart thing to carry right on? Herbert Hardy. In spite of the cold tient at Knox Hospital, is gaining pleasingly gowned in Mrs. Scruton's
several members
To put yourself In a position where weather
wedding dress with a bridal wreath
*'«* rapidly
you could look any man In the eye i present.
Erland Swanson recently went to and carried a bouquet of roses.
and say what you think and feel?"
Mrs. Clifton Robbins, who is ill. Massachusetts where he will seek em
The ceremony itself was humorous
Jim laughed harshly. "As If I 1 is at the home of her parents. Mr.
•nd a tribute to Mr Ford's original
ployment.
could! And what If I tried?"—des and Mrs. C. K. Hopkins in Camden,
ity. Thc Edgar Ouest of (Lincoln
perately. "What If I tried? You
William Richards
ville. Joseph Mullen, read an origi
think I want to find myself locked where she is being cared for by her
sister-in-law, Mrs Leah Hopkins,
up and—"
Orief was keenly felt by residents nal poem The remainder of the eveHls intentness had overridden hls R. N.
here on learning of the death of one 1 ning was devoted to social chat and
best Judgment.
of its well knewn citizens, William old time songs. Ice cream and cake
PLEASANT POINT
Richards. 68. who was born and reared were served to more than 50 guests.
(TO BE CONTINUED I
In this community. He was a stone
Mr. and Mrs Byron Thompson. cutter by trade and well liked by all
VINALHAVEN
Miss Helen Fales Miss Barbara Falcs who knew him. Mr. and Mrs. Rich
TENANT S HARBOR
and John Fales spent Sunday at their ards had made lhelr home with thetr
Union Church Circle will meet at
cottage here
daughter. Mrs. Raymond Ludwig ln the vestry today. Supper will be
A heavy rain storm Monday made
Mr. and Mrs Leslie O. Young and Rockland for the past few months.
served at 5.30.
very slippery traveling.
Mr and Mrs. Alonzo Seavey were reBesides his wife Laura, he ls sur
Mrs Mary L. Arey and son G. Ern
A few merrtbers of Naomi Chapter cent dinner guests of George Cazailis. vived by three daughters. Mrs. Jack est Arey were called to Portland Mon
attended the Eastern Star meeting
Mr and Mrs. Walter D Yeung and Thomas of Weymouth. Mass.. Mrs. day by illness of Mrs. Arey's brother
son William of Thomaston were visi Leon White and Mrs. Raymond Lud Joseph Doane.
Tuesday night at Rorekort.
Dr. Austin St. Clair of Framing tors Sunday at the home of their par wig of Rockland; a son. Harold also
W. C. Winslow returned Monday
ham. a former resident of this town, ents. Mr and Mrs. Walter A. Young. of Rockland; four sisters. Mrs. Walter from Rockland where he served on
Clyde O. Yeung spent the weekend Seymour of New York. Mrs. Mabel Al
has been ill but Is now Improving in
the traverse jury.
with hls sister Lizzie Young and lison of Rockland. Mrs. Edith Cam
health.
Mrs. Hazel Conary returned to
Town meeting will ne the second cousin Oeorge Cazailis.
eron and Mrs. Robert McGee of this Rockland Tuesday having been called
Mr and Mrs. Warren Knights were place; two brothers. Hale and Rich
Monday ln March. The town debt
here by death of her father Christo
last yea rwas about $23,000. This weekend guests at the W G. Maloney ard of this town and several grand
pher Holbrook.
year It is $16,000, making a reduc- I heme.
children; also nieces and nephews.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Boman of
tlon of over $7,000. If all taxes j Mrs. Rose Robinson who recently
The funeral was from the home of
could have been collected this year, 'iaited her daughter Mrs . Fannie hls daughter Mrs Raymond Ludwig Lisbon Falls and daughter Miss Ruth,
a teacher, in the Brimmer School in
the debt would have been less than ' Davis, has returned to the home of of Rockland.
Boston,
were ln town to attend the
her
son
Milton
Robinson
at
Warren.
$500.
funeral of Mr. Boman's mother Mrs.
____________
Mr. and Mrs. Lawreston Creamer
Augusta Boman. They returned
c
Caution to pedestrians: Walk on were at’ Rllcy Davis' home over the
Monday.
weekend.
the left side of the road!
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Morse of
Mrs. Edoward Barton is ill at the
Thomaston were visitors here Sunday.
home of her son Harold Barton.
Miss Lizzie Young was a recent call
Douglass Gilchrist entered Knox
er on Mrs. Fannie Morse.
Hospital Tuesday for an appendix op
eration. He was accompanied to
Farmers Bulletin 1751-F of the
Rockland b.v Mrs. Andy Gilchrist and
Mr. H. A. Allan, of Sarnia. Ontario, I ,, ....
writes: "For years I suffered every Fall ] United States Department of Agrl- VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND STB'T CO. Miss Beulah Gilchrist.
grrvlrr to Vinalhaven, North Haven,
and winter with a terrible rough, i cmturp gives valuable Information
The Willing Workers. 4-H Boys'
have had many sleepless nights and
Stonington, Isle au Haut, Swan's
coughed until tears ran, and my stomach on "Roof Coverings for Farm BuildIsland and Frenehboro
Club met Monday and elected as offi
ached. I started again with the same 1
„„ .
..
Effective Oct. 1, 1935
cers; Hollis Burgess, president; Roger
old cough about October first—but after i Ings and Their Repair,
Winter Service 1935-1936
a few doses of BUCKLEY'S MIXTURE
Dally Except Sunday
Candage. vice president; Arthur Nel
my cough was gone."
Burpee Furniture Co. announces (Subject to Change Without Notice) son. secretary; Robert Johnson, treas
You can't go wrong on Buckley’s.
Eastern
Standard
Time
Often one or two doses ends a stubborn
Read Up urer; Stephen Hamilton, color bearer;
cough and tome of the toughest old the opening of its Annual February Read Down
P M.
hang-on coughs leave for good ln day Furniture Sale, Tuesday, Feb. 25, at A M
Ar. 600 Edward Smith, club reporter; Archie
Lv.
Swan
’s
Island.
5
30
or two 45c and 85c at The Bl]ou. Corner
Ar 4 40 Begg. leader; H. A. Townsend., assist
Drug Store, Blalsdell Pharmacy. John 9 o’clock. Watch Saturday's Courler- 6 30 Lv. Stonington.
Ar. 3.30
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
ston’s Drug Store; In Warren at O. V.
Ar. 2.45 ant leader. Discussion was on “Chick
Cogan; ln Thomaston at McDonald or Oazette for grand announcement 8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven.

AT THE STRAND FRIDAY-SATURDAY

IN THE

CHAPTER VI—Kerry decidee te
ask Nan for work. He discovers he
le being spied upon by a 'breed. Jim
comet to Kerry with a warning to
clear out. Kerry answers with a
laugh. Nan hires Kerry. Young res
cues Jim's daughter from drowning.
While In the water, Frank Bluejay,
the 'breed who had epled on Kerry,
had tried to drown Kerry. Young
settles with him.
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A at least the beginnings of gome
friendships.
Young pondered those posses
sions as he spent a drizzly after
noon making hls camp permanent
And after dark, as he sat In Nan
Downer’s ofllce and talked to her
and Holt Stuart be wondered Just
where thia quick - spoken, highstrung youth was going to fit In
with bis scheme of things.
Holt appeared to him as one who
will normally come to rapid de
cisions; form, perhaps, snap Judg
ments. And yet Kerry had the fee!
Ing that In hls case the forest—
was holding back, reserving hls es
tlmate and opinion.
When Holt's eyes rested on Nan,
a hunger of long standing appeared
In them. Not the lust that had been
on Tod West’s face yesterday after
noon up river, but a clean, upright
respect . . . and something deeper
than that.
Stuart withdrew after a time,
leaving Nan and Kerry alone. The
door to the great lounging room of
tbe headquarters was open. Logs
smouldered on the hearth there.
"It's damp,” the girl said; "let's
finish our talk near the fire.”
So she curled tn a massive arm
chair on one side of the hearth
while Young sat opposite her and
continued the talk of the Job. Tip,
with a sigh of contentment,
stretched on bis side before the
fire, and when a pause came In
their discussion of timber estimates
and mapping the girl’s eyes rested
on him.
“What a lovely creature!" she
murmured and the retriever, open
ing one eye, rapped his tall as It
understanding and appreciating the
compliment.
Nan and Kerry laughed and Tip
stretched and sighed luxuriously
and flopped hls tail again.
It was late when he left Nan. an
agreement reached and ready to
report In the morning to work at
the big drafting board.
He had not gone far when he
felt T'.p come a bit closer, and then
a vague figure detached Itself from
the shadow of a pine tree.
The hall, when It came, though
cautious and low, was not un
friendly.
“Young? That you, Young?”
“Yo! What’s up?"
The other approached and then
Kerry halted.
“It s Jim Hinkle. Young."
“Oh, hullo, Jim! How's the girl?"
“Fine! AU right!” — looking
about cautiously. "I . . . wonder If
I could git you to stop here a min
ute? I got somethin’ I got to say
to you. Young!”
He was wholly sincere, and not
at all at ease. That billlgerence
which had been on display early In
the morning was wholly gone.
“Well, when a man's got to talk
. . . why, he’s Just got to talk,
hasn't he?”
“I ... I don't want certain par.
I ties ever to know I hunted you up,
friendly-like.
“I'd be a skunk If I didn't say It,
after what you done for us. I ain't
even thanked you yet for glvln’
Elsie back to us.” His voice shook.
“That’s all I can say about that..,
that I thank you. , , ______ j

z

No More Coughing
or Sleepless Nights

any drug store. Money back

lighted.

If not de

—adv.

930 Ar. Rockland.

Lv. 1.30

UO-tf Raising.”

SPECIAL SALE!

FOR FEBRUARY AND MARCH

RYTEX GREYTONE
PRINTED STATIONERY
in.colors as soft as a Spring breeze—
with a restrained gaiety that makes it
correct for all occasions!

100 SINGLE SHEETS
50 ENVELOPES

Pottage

or
50 DOUBLE SHEETS
50 ENVELOPES

10c Extra

• Printed with Name and Addtess on
Sheets and Envelopes—or, Mono
gram on Sheets, Envelopes plain.

• Fine quality Greytone paper in ex
quisite pastel shades of Blue, Grey,
Orchid or Violet.

• Printing in Blue, Black, Brown or
Violet.
Unusually Low Priced!

Buy several boxes of this smart sta
tionery while it is specially priced at
only $1 a box.
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HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont)
1-Aceapt •• one’s own 50- Laeeratad
8- Prank
51- Reeeptacle for
9- A clique of pereone
carrying coal
10-Ajir
5$-Mada a mistake
13-Greek gad of war
55-Musical note
15-Fur-baarlng animal 58-Gaza
|88-Tumult
18-Con junction
17- Part of the foot
5#-Confu«ion
18- Amarlean poet
•1-Vault
19-A landing
62-Arrange, as hang
21- Note In Guido's scale
ings
22- Scottish language
63- A musical Instru
23- Aet
ment (pi.)
25-la able
VERTICAL
27-Englleh school

30- Plural suffix
1- A singing voice
31- Put
2- A tropical fruit
33-A fruit
3- Unlt
35-The Orient
4- Prepoaition
38-Part of a ship (pi.) 5- An article
37- Exiata
6- Cure hides
38- Feminine suffix
7-Afflicted with
(Fr.)
vexation
41- Hlgh (Hut.)
8- Prlaon room
42- Prapositlon
9- Contanded
48-1reland
11- lndigant
48-Dlatant
12- Rub out

-R

WASHINGTON
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin were Rockland
visitors Sunday.
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VERTICAL (Cont.)

' 14-Cloaee up

19-Smooth (Phon.)

20- Snara
24- Opens (Poet.)
25- A box
28-Performs
28- A gam
29- Blrd home
30- Formerly (Post)
32-Musleal nets
34-Near by
38- Part of a lion
37-Adduca
39- Pereh
40- Appeirlng as if
gnawed
43- Command
44- Miataka
46- Part of the eye
47- Make smooth by
scraping
49-Dry
52-Cruda metals
84-Graek latter

87-1n a greater degree
59-Pronoun
BO-Vary

(Solution to previous puzzle)

F A B L E
R E E R
H 1
E A R
D E
e L
s L 1 r
D
T E R R E
R E S 1
c R O S S
o A R S
p
P o
A S S

c A

S A T E D
P R A T E D
O
L 1 E
A R IS ®a|r M

F RE E
Mrs. H. B. Cunningham has been
U E
guest of her sister, Mrs Andrew
E A R C O
N
D E N c E
Rokcs. ln Appleton.
E
D E S K s
Harold Linscott ls slightly Improved
S r E p
R
S
in health.
E r s ■ '3 E A
The next meeting of the Ladies' I
r
S P
P A R D o N
Guild will be held Feb. 25 at the
T E N A N T
p 1 E c e s
vestry.
D O • E S
s p e A R
New members are added to the Sun-1
day School each week.
The dinner put on by the Ladies’
Guild for the benefit of the church
and Sunday school was a distinct
success.
Diaper rash.chafinq.eczema ifehinq eased at once by pure,mild «
Caution to pedestrians: Walk on

SK|",WiIWII

the left side of the road!

Resinol
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ORFFS CORNER

2 Things to Do

With Extension agents

TO EASE COLD INSTANTLY

AND THE

Discomfort ond Ache Go Almost Instantly This Way

KNOX-LINCOLN
n„ . FARM BUREAU
Agriculture

Edgar Smith, North Edgecomb,
who has the largest Incubator ln the
county, reports exceptionally good
hatches this year Hls total capacity
Ls 38.030 chicks. He has also built a
new brooder house.

arc rapidly getting good sized flocks i
of hens.
I
• • • •
'
Plans are being made toy many
Knox-Lincoln County people to at
tend thc annual Farm and Home
Week at Orono, March 23-26.
i

Mrs. Lettie Bagley as the leader. Mrs.
WUl Start and Mrs, Crosby Hobbs
are on the dinner committee.
Orffs Comer has an Herto Garden
meeting at the community house.
Peto. 26. with Mrs. Amber Childs as
the leader.

Take 2 BAYER Aspirin Tab
lets. Make sure you get the

I

• BAYER Tablets you ask for.

Instead of taxing your system with
strong medicines for a cold, try the
way pictured above — the modern,
easy way. Your own doctor will
approve it. And it lakes hold of
even a bad cold almost immediately.
The Bayer Aspirin you take will
start combating your cold internally

Drink a full glass of water.
Repeat treatment in 2 hours.
al onre; if throat is sore, crush and
stir 3 Bayer Aspirin Tablets in a
third of a glass of water; gargle
twice. Do not rinse mouth.
But be sure to get real quick-dis
solving Bayer Aspirin tablets.

Harry Tisdale of Oardiner recently
spent a few days at the home of
Lorenzo Achorn.
Miss Mildred Elwell who ls staying
at thc home of Rev. H. C, Taylor while
attending High 8chool, spent Satur
day at her home here.
Mrs. Florence 8prague has employ
ment in Warren,
Tlie death of George Welt of IWins- j
low Mills brought regret Io all who
knew him. Mr. Welt, who for several
yeare was field man for MedcmakI
Canning Co., on frequent visits to j
this community made many friends
by hls happy smile and genial dis- j
position.
Several from here attended the re-1
cent Central Maine Cooking School
at the village.
The fourth quarterly conference
was recently conducted by Rev. A G.
Davis previous to the community so
cial. Cake, sandwiches and coffee
were served and a pleasant evening
enjoyed.
At the Community Association busi
ness meeting Wednesday and the box
social which followed those attending
1 reported a delightful time.
Due to the illness of the teacher, i
Miss Lots Harkins, school was not
ln session last week.
The Farm Bureau met last Thurs
day for an all day meeting at the
Community House with an attendance
of 14. Mrs Amber Childs and Mrs.
Irene Sprague had charge of the
meeting, having recently attended a
training class on the subject "Rating
j and Preserving Foods at Home.” Thc
! next meeting Feb. 26 Is a half day
session and will be held at the home
i of Mrs Lida Creamer the topic "The
I Herb Oarden,'' to be studied

Wtth The llimre
Norris Waltz of Damariscotta has
APPLETON RIDGE
Miss Estelle Nason, State home '
-------started hls new 4.200 egg incubator
and has many orders for this spring. I demonstration agent leader, was In
Twelve children and eight adults
Mr Waltz was one ot the 24 poultry i the county Tuesday, Peb. 18. Calls ’ gathered Saturday afternoon at the
account cooperators who reported were made with the home demon- ] home of Preeman Carleton, to observe
this year and had a very good ac-! stratlon agent. Miss Lawrence, on ' the sixth birthday of hls son Albert,
count. He has kept one of the Ex- Lon Jewett, president of Knox-Lin- An enjoyable afternoon was spent
NEW HARBOR
When Children gel
tension Service poultry accounts for coin Farm Bureau, Mrs. Sidney with games and merriment. Albert
Oul-ol-Sorls
Miss Marilyn Gifford is confined to
aeveral years and would not be with- j Evans, Wiscasset, and Henry Keller, received several tokens of the occaout it.
I West Rockport.
1 sl<>n
her bed wtth grippe and swollen Fretful, "peevish” young-ones who
....
|
• • • •
i Guests Sunday at L. N. Moody's glands. 8he is attended by Dr. eat too much sweets or rich food often
develop round worms and constipation.
Poultry housing ls quite a problem I Mrs. Annie Dennison of South were Mr. and Mrs. Fred Thorndike, Ooudy of Bristol Mills.
Mrs. Sylvia Loud and daughter Elsie
ln Maine. To have a house warm Thomaston believes in having seed daughter Alice and son Phil of Cam
and Mrs. Tessie McFarland and son
and dry requires not only Insulation, lings started In time to have things den and Ronald Moody.
Laxativr Brand Warm ExseUrr
Large loads of pulpwood are being Stanton were pleasantly entertained
but also proper ventilation. Walter mature early. She has pepper plants
Clark of Waldoboro has a series of already up. Mrs. Marlua Moody, hauled from the Pitman place by last Thursday at the home of Mr and
Mrs Norman Kelsey. South Bristol.
three pens which have been Insu OH County Rd., Rockland, also has several trucks.
William Graham of Waltham. Mass, On their return home they were ac
lated and have been warm and fair about 40 boxes ot seedlings started.
died Feb 12 from pneumonia at the companied by Miss Doris Hanna who
ly dry all winter. He has used shav- j
Appleton was Mr. had been guest of Mr and Mrs. Kelsey
lngs for part of the insulating ma-i If one is to have adequate veget age of 40.
able
gardens
and
nice
flower
gard

Oraham's
home
town. He leaves a for several days.
terial and finds It much better than
ens.
It
Is
time
to
make
out
the
seed
wife
and
three
childreln.
a twin sister
the other materials that he has used.
Herbert Lcud Is 111 with grippe, with
order and get a few things started. Mrs Lillian Morang of Augusta, other
• • • .
Dr. Fuller of Pemaquld hls physician.
If you arc wondering how much sisters. Mrs. Olive Cargill. Mrs. Edna
Mrs. Lettie Bailey spent Tuesday
Mrs. Connsllsy’s Daughter
Fred Heald of Camden has started ,
should be planted and how much to Young of Warren. Mrs. Hazle Perry
wtth her sister Mrs. Carrie Poole.
, "My neighborhood druggist recom
hls greenhouse and has several'
mended Dr. True’s Elixir to me. . . .
buy for seed for your family, why and brother Charles Graham of Ap
The Willing Workers were enter-1 I purchased a bottle and gave some to
hundred geraniums which will be
don't you ask the home demonstra pleton.
talned last Thursday afternoon at the | my little girl.
ready for the Easter trade. He wiU
tion agent, Jessie M. Lawrence,
Guests Sunday of Mr and Mrs W
I consider it unequaled as a children's
home of Mrs. Belle Osier.
soon start hls flowers and vegetables.
Rockland, for a vegetable budget. A M. Newbert were Mr and Mrs. Jenlaxative, regulator and worm expeller,
Mrs Hazel York of Pemaquld Beach and recommend it to all mothers.”
• • • —
NORTH WARREN
list of recommended varieties that ness Keller and daughter of LincolnH. W. Connelley, 18 Franklin St., Malden
Robert Chapman of Nobleboro has do the best in this climate may also ville Beach and Mrs Elizabeth 8tan- and Mrs. Ida McFarland have re Mrs.
Signs of Round Worms.. Constipation,
Mr and Mrs Barrett Cotton and
turned home from the Memorial Hos d*rsnged stomach, swollen upper lip,
a fine flock of chicks from which h; be obtained from her.
ley and daughter of Bangor.
Mr and Mrs Austin Moody sf Rock
pital
in
Damariscotta,
both
much
I
offensive
breath,
herd
and
full
stomach.
plans to obtain some summer layers.
• • • •
John Chaples' little dog Nancy
land were visitors Sunday at the home
SncreMlolly oard lor 8« yrars
improved in health.
He is going to increase the size ot
The second meeting on "Rug Mak died recently as result of being hit by
of E M. Moody.
The
Willard
Daggett
is
in
the
har

hls pen in his barn this year.
ing" is to be held at the American an automobile. Nancy had been
White Oak Orange held a special
bor
for
a
few
days.
• • • •
Legion HaU. Damariscotta next across the continent three times with
„
»
Ha.nrhtM-1 °
Aarolvn Gilbert. Harold Wot- all-day session Saturday, those at
Mrs
Carrie
Ollbert
and
daugnter
.....
,
George Coleman's pen of R. I. Tuesday at 1 o'clock. At this meet- her master.
. , , _
j
I ton and Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Mc- tending expressing their varlou’ views
Jean spent Ia«t Thursday with Mrs .
Reds from Wiscasset tied for fifth I ing. those who wish to do so may
. ...
Fariand were among those from the on the Townsend Plan. Miss McIn
Cheever Prentice at the village
,, . .
place In the Maine egg laying contest have their rug materials—rug frame,
_
____ „
Harbor who attended the dance last tosh of Rcckland was a visitor and
SOUTH WALDOBORO
Miss Irma Gilbert is home after
this past week with 63 points. Foster hook, rags, and design to work on.
I
,
t, i t->„
1 Thursday at Red Men Hall, Pemaquld. offered two musical selections, also
parsing a few weeks in__Damariscotta
.. .77
E A McFarland. received
$20 at
Jameson's, pen of Barred Rocks Leslie Cannon. North Newcastle, and
Mrs. Esther Davis Is passing a pa. a, s
contributed her opinions on the
with
her
sister
Mrs.
Fred
Huntley.
from Waldoboro was close to this | Mrs Julia A. Mountfort. Damariscot week at the home of her daughter,
bank nite Saturday at Surf Casino. much-discussed Townsend proposi
Mrs Susie Hanna was hostess Tues
with 62 points for the week.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Russell of
ta. both experienced rug designers Mrs C. Martin Collamore.
tion. The next day gathering will be
dav to the Ladies Aid at her home.
.
„
„
.
Sherman Vannah. student at U. of
and makers wiU teach the art of rug
March 21 when a birthday party will
E
A.
McFarland
hopes
to
have
his
|
____ _________ ,___ ~
County Agent Wentworth met last ■ making. These meetings are to be M . has been visiting hls parents. Mr
the George Simmons home.
be arranged for those whose natal
new
boat
ready
to
launch
April
1.
Hill*] conducted every two weeks for the ! and Mrs. Freelon Vannah. during a
Saturday with the Bunker Hiil
anniversaries are In January. Febru
Chester Poole of Pemaquld who has
Orange and gave them a talk on J reinatnder of the winter
brief vacation. Hls name was
An unusual value! The Courier- ary or March.
been seriously 111. Is resting comfort
Poultry Accounts and Barracks
. • . .
recently on the Dean's list.
The lecturer of Oood Will Grange
Gazette is offering during the months
House Demonstrations. Cecil Hallo-I Tenants' Harbor has an extension
ably.
Miss Pauline Winchenbach has
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tarr of Pema- of February and March, Rytex Orey- carried out a valentine program for
j meeting on “Planning the Kitchen resumed her studies at the High
_
tr. hpr quid Point were callers Sunday at the ,’o'ie Printed Stationery, regularly the meeting last Thursday, the execu
____
____
___
for Convenience,'' next Wednesday, School after being confined to her *
home of Samuel Reeves. Lcng Cove. $150 a box, printed with your name tion of which was unique and afforded
at Mn. Clartbel Andrews’ home at home for over five weeks with tonstlMrs Maude Morton and tons Earle and address or monogram, for $1.00. much amu'ement. Dr. Cupid and his
1:30. Miss Lawrence, home dem- itls.
and Roderick spent Wednesday with Choice of four exquisite shades of pa- efficient nurse diagnesed heart allMrs. T. Herbert Fernald enter
l onstration agent, will discuss the ar
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Chadwick at per and four different shades of ink. ments. temperature etc., and awarded
rangement ot equipment and plan tained the Union Aid at its latest Long Cove.
Order a box for yourself and addi- diplomas to those with normal hearts.
ning cupboards for the convenience meeting. Mrs. Edna Turner will be
Mr. and Mrs. Shannon Brackett tional ones for gifts. Postage 10 cents In various contests prizes were award hostess Feb 26.
of the homemaker.
Rupert and Doris Hanna. Norma extra.
ed. Refreshments served from paper
This community was saddened to
Than Small Car”—Say Noted
■
—
-------------------bags afforded a wide variety of ea’s
Explorer
Those desire to enroll ln the learn of the death of Mrs. Carrie
---------------- 1 including cake, sandwiches, corn
ROY CHAPMAN ANDREWS
kitchen contest that ls being carried Black, a life long resident here.
American Museum ot Natural
cakes, cookies, candy and apples.
llutory
.
Kendall Ortf of Cushing was guest j
statewide for another year must
have their enrollment cards in the Saturday of Lowell Wallace.
NORTH HOPE
Many residents here are making
Farm Bureau office by March 1. The
arrangements
to
raise
chickens
ln
|
contest ends June 30. 1936. All re
Miss Marian Pease who has been
quirements must be completed by the spring. This industry for the j
ennloyed In Camden, is now home
past few years has been at a low ebb. 1
that date. The requiremtnts are:
Callers Sunday at Willow Brook
1. Make a sketch of your kitchen but at one time was a thriving busi- <
were Muss Annie Rhodes. Miss
before remodeling and one after tlie ness in these .parts. Mr. Ahoe who !
Bernice Ludwig. Mrs. Clara Hall.
has 2,000 baby chicks, recently built
work is done.
Mrs. Frances Pease, Daniel LAidwlg.
a large hen house with fine equip- '
2. Keep a record of money spent.
I Daniel Wentworth, Mrs. E. Donald
3. Write a description of not more j ment. Hollis Pitcher and Augusta
Perry and son Donald.
i than 500 words telling how thc Turner also have large number ot !
School here. Mias Annie Rhodes
| kitchen looked before any work was chicks, and Samuel Winchenbach
i teacher, closes Its winter term to
i done and what changes were made has 7,000 ordered.
morrow.
Mrs. Maurice Powers and daughter
' to Improve IL
Mr. and Mrs. E. Donald Perry and
It’s hard to excel Dodge for de
• • a a
Betty of New London. Conn., have
son Donald were guests Monday
pendability, comfort and economy
The Farm Bureau State Federa been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Freelon
... I know ...
afternoon of Mr. Perry's aunt, Mrs.
tion is awarding $4.7 in prizes to tlie Vannah.
R. L. Coo.se. In Cearsmont.
best kitchens In the state. This Is
The Methodist Ladles' Aid met last
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Pease and Mr.
divided into $20 and $5 prizes. The Thursday with Mrs. Minnie Vannah.
and Mrs. E. O. Ludwig start today by
foUowlng have already enrolled Mrs. a picnic dinner being served to 17.
motor for a few days' visit ln Bos
Cecil Annis. Simonton; Mrs. John The next meeting will be next Thurs
ton and vicinity.
Buchan. Nobleboro; Mrs. Georgia day with Mrs. Serena Winchenbacn
An enjoyable party was given
Brownell. Hope; MTs. Bertha Meser and Mrs. Doris Smalley.
Saturday night by Mrs. Clara Hall
vey. Warren; Mrs. Milderd Ricker.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Wotton and
at her home, attended by Mr. ar.d
Nciblebore; and Mrs. Winona Chase, daughter. Mrs. Hamlin Schofield and
Mrs. Willard Wentworth, Mr. and
son were visitors Sunday at the
Sheepscot.
:
Mrs. Frank Morse and daughter,
homes of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Chute
Joan, Mr. and Mrs. W. E. HaU, Mr.
The following leader meetings on and Thomas Creamer at Dutch Neck.
and Mrs. E. O. Ludwig, Mr. and Mrs.
Fascinating Seed Catalogues are to
Miss Louise Berry is visiting with
Albert Pease, and sons Ralph and
be held next week;
Mrs. Eleanor Palmer.
Dodge helped me blaze the way
Floyd. Mrs. J. D. Pease and daugh
Peb. 25. Sheepscot, at thc church
Mr. and Mrs. Redington Delano,
through trackless wastelands in
ter. Marian. A light luncheon was
vestry with Mrs. Reba Carney as the son Floyd. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
the Far East... many times we
served, after which cards and socia
staked our lives on the depend
leader. Mrs Doe and ^frs. Hendrick Delano and daughter Beatrice at
Does thia happen to you on cold winter mornings? If you take the neeeability passed thc time pleasantly.
ability of Dodge cars.
son are on the dinner committee.
tended the dance Saturday night in
aary winter driving precautions, you can avoid tuch trouble.
Feb. 25. East Union, with Mrs. Warren.
GROSS NECK
breakfast and it doesn’t like the
By J. C. HARMON
Lucretia Pushaw In charge. Th;
Weekend guests of Mr and Mrs. A.
dinner committee consists of Mrs. J. Oenthner were Miss Evelyn
T'S hard to get up these cold win idea any better than you would.
"The wrong grade of lubricant
Mr and Mrs. Llovd Light and
ter mornings. Most of us like to
LlUa Morton ad (Mrs. Winifred Genthner. Miss Vivian Kelleran.
is often responsible for starting
daughter and Miss Sylvia Oenthner
steal
a
few
extra
minutes
under
the
Pushaw.
Mathew Baum and niece Patsy Baum,
blankets thinking how nice It would troubles, but if you're using the
of Camden were guests Sunday of Mr.
Feb. 27. Union, at the Rebekah all of Portland.
be not to have to get up at all, and proper grade of oil and you still en
and Mrs Melvin Oenthner.
rooms with Mrs. Marlon Calderwood
A Ford coupe turned over Sunday
it takes a hearty breakfast to pre counter difficulty, here are a few
Willis Genthner has been hauling
acting as leader.
pare us for the day's work. And so, other suggestions: your battery
afternoon in the vicinity of Scho
wood for Herbert Waltz of West Wal
may
be
run
down
or
frozen.
Bat

Feb. 27, South Thomaston, at the field's store, but without injury to
If your car on these cold winter
doboro.
mornings feels just as grouchy as teries should be checked regularly
Grange hall with Mrs. Annie Denni the occupants. With the help of
to maintain a proper reserve of en
Mrs. Eldora Gross recently visited
you
sometimes
do
—
If
It's
just
as
son as leader. The housekeepers are residents nearby and use of a truck,
hard to wake up and can't seem to ergy to start the car when it is cold,
her daughter Mrs. William K. Win
Miss Louise Butler and Mrs. Helen the car was soon righted and con
limber Its joints, check up and find and to prevent freezing. Or another
chenbach of Dutch Neck.
Racklifff.
tinued on its way.
out "what your car is having for cause of hard starting may be a de
Mrs. Melvin Oenthner was a visitor
And what an economical car ...
fective
spark
plug.
Unclean
or
Im

Feb. 27, Edgecomb. at the Grange
breakfast.”
Dr. Joseph Drummond of Portland
I know my Dodge has cost less
last Thursday at thc home of Mrs.
hall, with Mis. Dorothy Washington was here Saturday on a professional
This advice for car owners is con properly adjusted distributor points
to run than a small car ... After
Clinton Oross. Dutch Neck.
tained ln a winter driving bulletin are also often at fault. Investigate
ln charge. Mrs. Leona Greenleaf call.
my experience with Dodge I rec
all these things and be sure you're
Mrs. Charles L. Eugley spent last
issued
this
week
by
the
automotive
and Mrs. Betty Collins are on the
ommend that everyone see and
engineering department of the So- using the right grade of oil—that
week
with her daughter Mrs. Irvine
drive the big, rtfcw, 1936 Moneycommittee for lb; dinner.
your motor Is getting Its breakfast
Caution to pedestrians: Walk on
cony-Vacuum Oil Company.
Genthner
of Broad Cove.
Saving Dodge “Beauty Winner.”
Feb. 27, North Edgecomb, at tlie the left side of the road!
Hard-starting on cold winter —and getting up in the morning
Mrs. Harvey Simmons and daugh
won't
be
nearly
so
hard.
Congregational church vestry with
mornings ls often directly traceable
ter Marguerite were guests Sunday
"Change the oil ln the crank case
Mrs. Elizabeth Caswell leading th;
to the use of the wrong kind of oil,
at
the Oranllle Oross home ln Dutch
regularly,
as
winter
driving
tends
the
bulletin
says.
"In
winter
your
meeting. Mrs. Rose Moore and Mrs.
Neck.
car needs a light grade winter oil; to dilute even the best of oil due to
Edith Bryant will serve the dinner.
USE
JUNIPER
OIL,
BUCHU.
ETC.
new low first cost
If you neglect to change and permit the condensation of moisture lu the
Feb. 27, Rockland, at the Farm
Make this 25c test. II Irritation wakes
the
heavy summer oil to stay In the cylinders on cold days. Regular
Present interest rates on Federal
Bp.
Bureau hall, with Mrs. Frances Far- you up. causes burning, scanty flow, fre
crank case, you're likely to And that changes of oil and use of the proper
Liat Price#
quent desire or backache, flush out the
Land
Bank farm mortgages are not
AW
ct Factor,.
rand leading the meeting. Mrs. excess acid and waste matter. Get Juni
your car has a perpetual ‘hangover’ grade of oil win Insure that your
Detroit
per oil, buchu leaves, etc., ln green tab
ONLY
likely
to be lowered greatly, authori
car
Is
starting
the
day
with
some

Mattle Gardner and Mrs. iMatie Lit lets called Bufcetd. the bladder lax.
—that the oil which should be cir
And under the new Official Chryeler Motors
ties say. Now ls an advantageous
Works on the bladder similar to castor
culating freely through moving thing substantial ln Its system.
Commercial Credit Company 6% Time Pay
tle are ln charge of the dinner.
oil on the bowels. After four days If
ment Plea. Dodge U now <o paay (o pay for,
time to refinance mortgage loans at
parts ls not circulating at all. In That’s just as Important for your
Camden has a chair caning meet not satisfied any druggist will refund
---------- -DODOK------------short, the motor is not getting Its car as It ls for you."
your 2Sc. Corner Drug Store, Charles W.
a lower rate of interest.
^^i^givjjjon^o^hrye/e^CorgdheriM^^
ing at the Grange hall, Feb. 26, with Sheldon, druggist, C. H. Moor fo Co,

GENUINE BAYER ASPIRIN

Dr.True'sEIixir

For tub washing you’ll say,"grand!”

SOAKS clothes whiter—safely

I

F YOU do not have a washing ma
chine io help make your Mondays
easier—(hen by all means you we it
For Rinso's

It yttmelf io use Rinso.

Gretie goes in s jiffy. Etery hl tf it!
Dishes don't have a greasy film over
them after a Rinso washing. And the
dishwater never gets (hat “greasy fed"
either. Recommended by (he makers

creamy, active suds itai out dirt—get
clothes snowy snd bright without
scrubbing of boiling. Women are
amazed to see even grimy cuff's and

of 55

edges come clean with a little gentle
rubbing between the fingers.

G—J

famous washers.

Rinro

luMuU.

Rinso gives thick, lasting suds—

rHl "uuuno

tree in harden water. And my!

How
those rich suds speed up dishwashing.

AMERICA'S BIGGEST-SELLING PACKAGE SOAP

“Bodge Costs
Less to Run-

PUT 100 OF US IN
(1236)

J

DODGE
$
640

LAX THE BLADDER

Postpaid
Electric

Type

95% WILL LIVE ...
That prevents disease.

LIV-AN-GRO ls built with wire bottom.

No wonder your chicks live.
LIV-AN-GRO gives chicks a mother's care
and brings them through thc dangerous first

four weeks.
LIV-AN-GRO teaches chicks to cat and drink.

LIV-AN-GRO Brooders are collapsible. Easy
to put together. Ask for special descriptive

circular.

USE OUR
BLUE RIBBON
CHICK BOXES
TO SHIP YOUR CHICKS
MILLIONS have been delivered safely.

FARM,

DAIRY

end

u! ENDALL
TCDCRAL and

POULTRY

TEMPLL

Write for your
ropy of this FREE
Catalog

SUPPLIES — SEEDS

5 WHITNEY
STS.,

THOMASTON

Every-Other-Day
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ON TO HARTFORD

ROCKPORT

LEWISTON AWAKE

In Everybody’s Column
Advertisement# In this column not to I

SAVE FUEL

Tiie Twentieth Century Club wil! May Enter Two Candidates exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 , BAKE QUICKLY
The Men s Community Brother- Has Gone Maine’* Salt Water
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
meet Friday afternoon at the homr I
hood will meet Tuesday night at the
In Congressional Contest tional lines five cents each for one time ] Put in your kitchen one of the new
Fishing Exhibit, Captain
of Mbs Marion Weidman, substitut
Congregational vestry, supper to be
10 cents for three times. Six words I
make a line.
—Large Field Assured
ing a- hostess fcr Mrs. F. F. Fowle ,
served at 6:30 The speaker will be
“Wit’’ Thompson and All
GLENWOOD
Mis. Mildred Rhodes will present a |
Dr. Oeorge W. Pullen of Camden
■
at
With tbe practical announcement
(
The State of Maine is featuring
paper on "Robert E. lee" (Winston)
who will have as subject, •'Norway."
RANGES
I
and
Mrs.
Effie
Veazie
on
"So
Red
the
by
Col.
George
C.
Webber
of
Auburn
Fire broke out yesterday morning saltwater fishing for tlie first time
Rose" (Yeung).
that he wculd feek thc Republican
in the cellar of the house on the at Its exhibits this winter at the
OPERATORS and stitchers, experi- I
Mrs. Callsta Cole suffered an ill nomination for Congress in the SecState farm at South Warren. Wood sportsmen's shows. An old fisher
enced on Singer and Union special !
and brush stored In the basement
turn Monday night but to showing c!Kj E^trjCt and the effort of friends machines J. B PEARSON & CO. j
man's shack, typical of the Maine
20-22 ,
Might improvement She to in care ! ,o
& McCarty of L?w. Thomaston.
were burned but other damage was
coast,
with an old salt, Cap'n Whit
IP YOU .ARE AMBITIOUS you can ;
slight.
of a trained nurse.
trton tQ fn(er t(Je prJmarv ,h<. field make good money with a Rawlelgh i
We help you ggt started. No I
Mr. Tash of the First National ne>' Thompson, making nets outside,
Mrs. Ada Libbv was hostess to O j of entries and possible entries was Route.
capital or experience needed. Steady •
Store passed Sunday with his family 1 is the center of attraction at the
work
for
right man. Write RAWLEIOH'S
W. Bridge Club Tuesday afternoon lasted to a! least eight, with a pos- Box MEB-74-2.
Albany. N Y
22-lti
in Augusta.
Connecticut show, which opened in
Next week the club will meet with ■ cjmiiiy Of more. as fome of the asMrDDLE-AOfcD woman would like1
Mrs. Mary Whitman. Camden road,
lnay have been overlooked in position as housekeeper for elderly,
Miss Mary Hanley who has been Bridgeport Feb. 15. and runs to Peb.
widower. A good home more to be con- <
sldered than high wages References
ill several weeks, has been taken to
Mr. and Mrs. Manasseh Spear ar- j the more recent check-ups.
MISS CARRIE CUMMINGS. Clark Ialand.
rived home Monday from a six weeks'! Right off hand it Is possible to __________________________________
Rockland where she will be cared
22*24
Prominently displayed beside the
for by Mrs. Archie Brown.
Demonstrating us? of Davis inhalator. This Is one of tlie many practical I trip to F.orida and other southern mention these candidates for the
IP YOU ARE AMBITIOUS you can
fish house, which is authentic, hav
make good money with a Rawlelgh
It ls requested that persons having ing stood 168 years at Tenant's Har units in Camden’s complete first aid equipment Frond Camden citizens will points on which they were accom-i nomination. Judge Zelma Dwinal of Route We help you get started No
capital or experience needed. Steady
bor
are
tuna
pollick
mackeral
and
'
f
hou
their
appreciation
of
the
Department's
efforts
by
liberal
patronage
oi
panied
bv
their
son-in-law
and
Camden,
who
was
the
nominee
ln
dishes, dish towels, or any other
work for right man. Write RAWLEIGH'S.
21-23
on rod the annual ball tomorrow night. The above portrait Ls used through th - daughter. Dr and Mrs. George Ingra- 1934 Then there is Hodsdon C Buz- BOX MEB-73-2. Albany. N. Y
articles belonging to the Baptist cod The tunawas caught
The best range that ran be made.
WANTED: 18 or 20 Inch exhaust fan.
and reel at Ogunquit last fall by a j courtesy of the Camden Herald.
j ham, of Springfield. Mass.
J zell of Belfast, former president of
Church take them ln at once.
Trade In Your Old Range
• mail compressor, second hand tool, |
Mrs. Abbie Bryant and Ralph Boy- j the Maine Senate and a few years ago write giving particulars H. BALDWIN.;
Mr. and Mrs. Erland Irish and J member of the Maine Tuna Club
,
“
“
Priced from
ingten of Searsmont were visitors i a primary candidate for the nomina- C Chestnut street. Camden._______ 21-23
up
daughter. Miss Dorothy Irish of an«i. weighing only 163 pounds Is'
NORTH HAVEN
IS CALLED AGAIN
IXPADS or part loads wanted. Merrill I
Monday at the home of Mr. and Mrs 1 tisn ns United States Senator and Ar Robertson Express Service to Boston
Auburn were recent visitors at the smaU compared to the giant tuna i
1
~“
vicinity. CHAS
ROBERTSON,' Pay only $1.00 each week if you wish
j who has been mentioned as a possible and
home of Mr. and (Mrs. Harold F. ’ harpooned in large numbers off the
The return of somany birds tha 1 Rockport Methodists Ask O P Jackson.
Waldoboro. Tel. 28-4, special egg service
18*27
Dana. Hyler street.
, Malne coast.
earl>' U a "‘binder that spring to on (
Rpy R p
To Rp
Miss Eva Jones of Worcester. Mass), j candidate for Governor.
Another one-half dav was clipped ! Attending the Connecticut Show the way Bovs at the ‘Children*
Is visiting at the home of her brother.
Another candidate Ls H. A. LancasROCKLAND, ME.
turn For Ninth Year
o'f (he s hod drv cn a-eount of' at thc State Armory this week is [ Hour" report havingseen robins, star-1
ler of Augusta, who was one of those
O B Jones.
llltf
in thc primary race of 1934, while, f
the ■dorm. Lora! rods holt the Commissioner Rodney E. Feyler oflln*s> eedar-waxwings. blueblrd.snow
Tlie resulting scores in the RockAt the fourth quarterly conferMaine Sea and Shore ^eries^with^^i^grosbeak. goldl finch
Rockport
j pOrt High-Waldoboro High baske-- Frederick Bentley of Rangeley who j
water.
has been ia the contest for the past
It ■
■R
two
of
his
wardens.
Warren
Hume
»occpecg
.
_
me
ooser
The Sewing Club of the Federated of Boothbay Harbor, and Clarence Emery If>kms. Sherman Baird pal Church held with District Supei -' baU gMnM at the Rockport gymna- three primaries has aLso announced
FURNISHED.
second-floor
heated ♦
«
apartment
to
let.
14
MASONIC
ST
hum Monday night were both in
,I.♦
Circle will meet Friday at 2 with
I
21*M
himself
as
In
again.
L.
True
Spear
of
Meservey of Blue HiU. Commissioner John Beverage Victor Beverage Don intendent Rev. Arthur A. Callaghan Rockport favor: Boys 56-30: girls,
a
Mrs Josephine Stone.
hURNlSHED front room to let upRockport, also seeks the nomination, stairs,
Feyler also wUl go to the National Stone. William Emery and Irma of Augasta presiding. Rev. Forrest 34-15.
steam heated with bath, hot and ”
Miss Letitia Creighton entertained
cold
waUr
2
5
Oak
St
as dees Rev. J. C. Leckemby of Pitts
FINE modem cottage on Georges River
Sportsmen's Show, at Orand Central Witherspoon.
F. Fowle was given a unanlmou
Mrs. Oladys Thompson. Beech
several friends Saturday at supper
THREE ROOM, second floor apart at Wallston. 11 acres, fine bathing. 4
field. The last named ls running on
The social in Library hall under th?
Palace. New York. Feb 29 to March
bedrooms
Price right. A. C. Hocking.
ment.
fully
or
partly
furnished,
to
let
call to return to the church for hi# street, is a patient at Kncx Hospital. a Townsend plan platform.
at her home on Gleason street. Her
76 Mechanic St.
20*22 Tel 21-3__________________________ 16-tf
7. and with him will be Wardens auspices of the Guild whieh waa post
Oeorge
Fowle
Is
confined
to
the
guests were Mr. and Mrs. AndrewNICELY furnished five-room upartCol. Webber left for a week's busi
alelgh for sole, newly painted
Frank HalloweU and Thomas Mc poned from Fridav on account of the! »““th year. Should he be returned house by Illness.
nuwit to let with light*, heat, water A PRISON
Curry. Nathan Farwell, of Waldoboro
F COLLAMORE W» Cedur at. 21-23
ness
trip
to
New
York
and
Philadel

storm
will
be
held
tonight
at
7
30
:
to
the
Rockport
Church,
thc
same
and
bath Inquire at 12 Elm St 21-tf
Kinney. both of Rockland. Thorough
The Trytohelp Club was pleasantly phia Monday.
Mrs. Ensign Otis. Mrs Donald Mt- S
COSY room with modern conveniences
BEST dry hard wood tinder cover:
The Kickapoo broke through the welcome will be extended to him
to let Five minutes walk from post- fitted. 88. Junks. 89: soft wood and
Donald of Rockland. Mr. and Mrs.1 ly familiar with the Maine coast and
entertamrd Monday night at th**
Bet n as he was about to lake a train office Call 1067-M
20-22 slabs. 87; kUidilngs. T J CARROLL,
Its fishing resources, these men have channel early Tuesday morning, and and hts family as In otlier years. If
heme of Mr* Georgia Rhodes in 1 Co! . Webber issued thus statement:
Lee Walker. Mr and Mrs. Arthur |
MODOtN HOUSE 8 Grace St . also R F D. Thomaston. Tel. 263-21 Jlockan Interesting story to tell of the op- the Str. North Haven made her regu- he .goes to new fields cf labor best
iartf
14-tf
McDonald. Mr. and Mrs. W. B D
Rockland.
Next Mcnday the Club, *-i have planned for months to enter modern tenement ut Union aud Grove
portunity for thriUing sport for tuna lar trip far the first time !" several wishes will follow him. It was inSt Apply E. C. DAVIS. 204 Broadwav
POWER BOAT for sale 30 ft. by 8 It.
Oray. Mrs. William T. Flint. Miss
22-24
with heavy tackle and for mackeral days. Its robust whtotle was a cheer-, spiring to hear the young men of will have a covered dish supper at the activity into the coming campaign
-------- -------------- —
Farr-Kermath Engine 0-82 h o About
Clara T Spear and Myles S. Weston
EIGHT room tenement with modern 4 yean, da Bargain, fully equipped J.
Eaptiat
vestry.
.
fr
the
issues
that
have
become
so
and pollock with fly rods.
ful sound. The rain of Monday and the parish express their admiration
conveniences at 11 Union St. Apply E BURNS. Friendship, Maine.
21*23
It was an evening to be kept in
Mrs. Charles Andrews, a former: vital to American institutions. I have 1-AWRENCE MILLDl. 20 Rankin street.
Salt water sport fishing has been Tuesday turned to anew Tuesday aft-1 for Rev. Mr. Fowle's work, for
Tel. 692-M
16-tf
memory.
POOL TABLE for sale. I need tha
steadily gaining ln popularity the ' ernoon and by nightfall winter had t among the young people he has been re idem of this town, ls ill at the reakzcd It meant an enlistment for
ATTRACTIVE furnished apartment, room. JACK GREEN. 246 Main St.
Tlie Thomaston boys and girls will !ast few years. and Maine, with its returned with snow and a nor’heast as One of them. It Ls felt that his hem1 cf her daughter Mrs. Frank B ■ the war and was not especially con- three rooms and bath. 17 Gay stree*.
20-22
20-22
Rokes in Rockland.
' ccrned what grade I held, so long as Tel. 972-R
play tlieir last League game tonight 2500-mile coast line and an abun- wind cf gale force.
HOUSEHOLD
Charm
Range
for
sale,
, place will be hard to fiU.
AN all modern apartment to le*. with
oil burner, good as new I EONARD
when they meet Camden teams in dance of fish of many varieties . tobeFranklin O. Priest Ls candidate for ’ I
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ential Republicans have told me my
a hard-fought battle is expected. Commissioner Feyler plans to take I provlng interesting for the boys and Ballard. E. O. Patterson. Braes the annual meeting in March.
MCI sunny apartment. 2 rooms, bath ' 5hp Robbins 81 Myers electric motor, all
shed, water and lights. newl<-, in good cond.tlon bargain prices KNOX
age and training and experience make ar.d
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furnished 1535 week partly heated MARINE EXCHANGE. Camden. Maine
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FURNISHED apartment to let. 3 or 4
OUNS for sale. Rifle 44—810 new
didate fcr Congress. It appears to
The February meeting of the Fire ture completeand authentic infor- j times Mr Huse being in charge last trustee; stewards. Mrs Cacildia Clain.
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rooms, all modern and Telephone In- Ithaca shot gun 20 gage, double barrel.
I might more effectively expound quire at 57 Crescent St.___________ 6-tf »18; new trailer, new tires, used few
Department will be held Monday in mation telling salt water fishing j week
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MODERN tenement of 5 room* to let. i Mmea; boat r.ewly painted, outboard
the W O Masters' hall. The guest enthusiasts when, where and how
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long illness. The nearest aur- my physical fitness for a hard cam
FOUR room furnished apartment with
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thf dirtclion of PrlnCipal
Amy Miller Mrs Cora MoniU viving rell
relative to a brother. William paign and am arsured I am up to it. bath to let. V F STUDLEY. Tel. 1154- lutupy. 89 25: Pochontaa nut (special
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330
7-tt Ior stovn) 8975; Dry fitted hard wood.
this town.
There arc other details to consider,
TWO apartment* ut 4 and 5 roomi 110 J u PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaston
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|________ _________________________ 14-tf
Franklin. William Loucks. Albert Hall follow the mackeral. which may be
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Russell Young and Albert Hall. There j September. A revival of interest in those who enabled the church to carry connectional steward. Roland Richwill b? soles by Rev. P B Franklin ; surfccsting for striped bass is ex on during his absence These includ- ards; local preacher. Earl Achorn: dtlcgaticr-s. Seaside and Oolden Rod sioner of Lewiston, is one of the best
were also represented.
speakers in the State, fcr be Ls logical.
Russell Yeung and Albert Hall; also pected this summer. Stripers were ed Frank Beverage. Mrs. Julia Bevtr- Sun<Uy School gu^rmt^ndcrt Emi I[Chapters
SuPP” uas ferved ln the banquet 1 as well as eloquent in his talks and
a duet by Mr. Barbara Hall and Miss once common the Maine coast.
age Mr and Mrs. Herman Crockett.
Lottie Smith. This promises to be ; Commissioner Feyler, who was Mrs. Lester Greenlaw. Miss Jennie O est Crockett: president of Epworth'Tab’.e appointments were in to able 10 sprinkle much humor
an enjoyable evening as the numbers born and always lived in Thomaston, Beverage, Alton Calderwood. Harvey League. Lois Burns; president of kc 'ping witli Lincoln's birthday and among his arguments and when thS
have been carefully selected. This is ; was appointed to his position in Calderwood and the choir under the Junior League. Beatrice Richards' ,FCre ver^ attractive. The menu wa; occasion requires is a past master in
president of Ladies Aid. Linthel augmented with six beautifully deco- the u=e of rarcasm.—Sam B. Conner
BARRED-ROCK and R I Red ChlcH
a public enttrtainment and a small, Januaiy. 1935. Known for years as leadership of Barbara Stone.
from sturdy, vigorous stock Bred to lay
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WANTED

$59

Burpee Furniture Co.

4

TO LET

FOR SALE

• EGGS AND CHICKS'

SPECIAL SALE!

February and March

RYTEX
GREYTONE

HEAD THE AK

E/fty-OtRer-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, February 20, 1936
STARTS THIRD YEAR

MID WINTER COFFEE PARK
TON OF COAL TO BE DRAWN
ADMISSION—Adults, 35c; Children, 25e.
First Serving 5.30

At Odd Fellows Hall, Thursday, Feb. 20
21-22

VESPER A. LEACH
SPECIALTY SHOP
Rockland, Me.
366 Main Street

I

OCl ETY

Active Life

Tlie art of making friends is an in-1
born gift, and fortunate is the pas-1
sessor of this talent. Such a one is
Carl Work. genial manager of the
"Brook" store of the Great Atlantic I
& Pacific Tea Co., who Ls thLs week J
Edward Hellier Jr. arrives tomor
starting
lps third year in Rockland.'
Miss Marion E. Watts arrived row from Phillips Exter Academy to
Mr Work was born in Conway. N H j
home Sundav from Danville, Ky., spend the holiday recess at home.
j and graduated from Portland Higli'
where she spent part of the winter.
After two weeks vacation with hcr
Another card party will be given !
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Chailes Watts, by Pleasant Valley Grange to mor
I of South Thomaston, she will re
row night, with play to begin at 7:30
sume her work a i 162 East 80th street There will be tables for bridge and
New York C ty.
83. and Miss Susan Spear and Mrs.

Hazel Bartlett will be in charge. Six
Prof. Marian J. Bradshaw of Bano’clock supper.
' gor Theological Seminary has been
I guest of Rev. and Mrs. Corwin H.
Mrs. Rhama Philbrick was hostess
Olds while lecturing ln Rockland an1
to T Club last evening.
J vicinity.

SLIPS, BRYN MAWR
Special for Saturday, $1.98
These are pure dye. all pure silk erepe Gartiere, in three lengths,
imported lace triin. shadow panels, will not sag, shrink or twist.
Exeelh nt bargains for your summer needs.

A special meeting of A. H. New' bert Association wiU take place
Monday night at Temple haU, with
picnic supper ln charge of Mrs.
J Gertrude Boody, Mrs. Laura Maxcj
and Mrs. Katheryn St. Clair. Elec
tion of officers.

BLOUSES, LADIES’ AND CHILDREN’S
New spring blouses in poplin, pique and voiles, tailored and smock
ing trim. Ladies' sizes 36 lo 40. Children's sizes 7 to 16.

Indications judged .'rom the sale of
tickets point to a large attendance
at the birthday banquet being given
i tonight by the Ladles Aid of thc
Methodist church. Supper will be
1 at 6 and while everyone is at table
an entertainment containing novel
features win be put on by the various
months.

SHIRTS

69c

WILLIS AYER

SWEET POTATOES, 8VXrn 3 lbs 15c

2 doz 49c

pound 10c
Eieept Comomme
• nd Cltfm Chowder

HEINZ SOUPS

HEINZ KETCHUP
PEANUT BUTTER

15 c

SulUn*

’•

Ib 23c

CHEESE,

ANN PAGE BAKING POWDER

white or colored, well ruled

|

PEA BEANS

3 Ibt 10c

SALT PORK

ib. 15c

KLEENLIN

Z

Cold Outside

M.B.&C.O. PERRY

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables

(

for Baby's

Cold

8c

Prepared

'/l-lb.
plq. 19c

OUR OWN TEA

u"«S:,k"

O

L

2*#’

botllei

25c

M;at and Grocery Stores

LARD, Pure Refined, bulk or package.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ib 14c

X‘. «L.

SMOKED SHOULDERS, Sugar Cured,

Makes Delicious Biscuits

SEEDLESS RAISINS

28c

For Cooling

tin

NATIONAL CHERRY WEEK

ANN PAGE SOUR PITTED CHERRIES
«>•<"• i* 14c
MARASCHINO CHERRIES
’«• *«<• 10c
CEDARHURST COCKTAIL CHERRIES *'A~- i« 23c

9C

Ann Page

SPECIAL SOAP PRICES

PRESERVES
24b. jar

pounds

pound

CRISCO

WHITE BREAD

Strawberry

Bulk

SNIDER’S KETCHUP

GRANDMOTHER'S

20 ox.
Loaf

Encore
in Tint

SPAGHETTI

BISQUICK

40-oi. plq.

Ib 19c

TABLE SALT

GOLD MEDAL

OXYDOL
CAMAY SOAP
IVORY SOAP
Medium Sire
P & G NAPHTHA SOAP

Raspberry
29c

__

g,
2'
g
4.

9ot.

RAJAH MUSTARD

Michigan

You’d Never Guess

W^oYEKfarm Stores

ib piq.

qt 19c

HEINZ CUCUMBER PICKLES

j
I
!
1
!

1

I

BRUSSEL SPROUTS,

Ib 10c

NAVEL ORANGES, med.

2

g
1

DRESS

CHICORY, Texas,

6 lbs 25c

BALDWIN APPLES,

5 lbs 25c

SODA CRACKERS

AL’S HAIRDRESSING SALON

MEN’S

MclNTOSH APPLES, ,Milne
lrown

Fresh Belted

WASHINGTON’S BIRTHDAY

AYERS

that bling a touch o( siuttmoi io i/oivi table!

Hampton's

School. He was always a devotee of
! - ports and still retains that trait. A
Mrs. H. H. Stickney of Belmont. I natural proficiency with the trumpet
Mass , arrives today to be guest of i made his school days pleasant and
Through oversight the name of
Dr. and Mrs. William Ellingwood. I after graduation came Into practical
Mrs. Dora Bird was omitted from
She
will be speaker before the ' use through his playing In theatre cr! the report of the Rubinstein Club's
Methebesec Club tomorrow after ■ rheetras in several teaboard cities.
Valentine tea of last Friday. Mrs.
, Carl and his trumpet make welcome
J
Bird
not only was chairman of the noon at its annual guest day.
SPECIALS
| additions to many social groups.
I
program but gave a most delightful
Our regular S8.00 Steam Oil
Mrs. Edith Duncan of Glencove Ls
Ten years ago he entered the em-1
j paper on “America Loves" through
Permanent Wave.
$5.00
confined to ber home with bronchitis. p’.cy of the A ArP. organization, work
i which musical numbers and poetry
ing the first six years in the Portland ,
Ifaiieut. Shampoo. Marcel or
were
aptly
Interwoven.
The
MLss Ernestine Pearson of Bangor and serving two years following as a
Finger Wave, all for
$1.00
, thoughtful care dLsplayed In the is in town tor a week visiting a for
supervisor in the Portland district.
paper and the graceful charm of de- mer classmate. Mrs. Arthur E.
Carl Work had heard pleasant re-'
I livery again demonstrated the reason Webber.
ports of Rockland and her people'
286 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MF..
TEL.826
why Mrs. Bird has been a valuable
prior to taking over the lccal store j
EFA. Club liad picnic dinner and
! member of the club for many years
and time has served to strengthen hLs
cards yesterday at the home of Mrs
,
„
‘
Itooevik Club met Tuesday after- Benjunan Philbrook. with Mrs Fred* llkin» l0r thc p ac* He,
I arntstly
,.< i„ tntzw
all cz'rtc
Into all
sorts nf
of civic nntlviactivi I
S noon with Mrs. E. C. Boody. Tho Collamore as co-hostess.
ties and is pr jmlnent ln church circles |
time was devoted to relief sewing.
Mrs. Toivo Hakala has returned to being afflicted with Pratt Memorial
R
I Mr. and Mrs. Albert McPhail who her heme on Columbia avenue for Methodist Church, and is a member of |
Aurora Ledge F &AM. ar.d Golder.
2 have recently bought a residence at the remainder of the winter.
Our customers seemed to appreciate the good bar- g Owl's Head were given a house
Rod Chapter. O.ES.
gain we offered them last week, so we decided to JF warming Tuesday night by the staff Miss Ethel Payson spent the week His friendly, active personality has j
brought many friends in a business
give them another this week, And it is a bargain, i, of the McLoon Sales it Service and end in Boston.
way too and is reflected in the capable )
husbands and wives. Bountiful retoo.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Simpson have courteous corps of assistants he has i
freshments were taken along, and
• Mr. and Mrs. MoPhail were presented returned from a short stay in Bos associated with him. The compan, ,
ton.
has cc-rperated by thoroughly mod- j
% i with a chair.
ernizlng nnd remodelling the big store
A farewell party was given at the in ail departments. This week would 1
gi A benefit card party for St. Peters
home
of Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Proctor be a fine time to drop into the store J
church was given at the home of
These are in plain and fancy colors, right from our « Mrs. W. M. Little Tuesday night, 137 Breadway yesterday fcr little and wish Carl continued good luck j
with Mrs. Herbert Kalloch and Mrs Ida (Franklini Reams, their grand-) and success.
regular stock. These are the regular dollar shirts in
Little as hostesses. Winning honors daughter, who U going to live in N> »
every store. And that s the price they will be with
were Mrs. Maurice Atheam, Mrs York with her parents Mr. and Mr
CAMDEN
us after this week. Buy enough to last some time.
g Thomas Foley, Mrs. Raymond Cross, FIcyd O. Reams. Games were played 1
i Mrs. Oeorge B. Davis. Mrs. Streeter refreshments were served and moving
Lawrence Snow, a bugler in thc
In the meantime just look at the New Spring Mer
Webster, Mrs. Clifton Marshall. Miss pictures were shown by Mr. Reams U. 8. Navy went Tuesday to Newport
chandise coming in every day.
Margaret Bowler, Mrs. Gardner Those present were: (Nathalie and R. I., after a furlough spent with hts
French, Mrs. Frank Horeyseck. Mrs Malcolm Jackson. Barbara Boardman. mother. Mrs. Mary Snow.
Guy Douglas. Mrs. John Thompson. Arline Stover. Beverly Searles. Flor
Schools in town close Friday for
ence Brown. Annie and Charlie Ham- ■
I Mrs. Alfred Haynes.
a vacation of one week.
lin. Otto. Ruth and Kathleen Proctor '
Mrs j „ s^7ard entertained and the guest of honor Ida (Frank- ■ Mrs Annie Thomas entertained
the ladies of the Methodist Society
Outing Club at 1 o'clock luncheon lin< Reams.
Wednesday afternoon at her home
Wednesday.
I on Mountain street.
I The Congregational Sewing Circle
Methebesec Club holds its annual
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
1 met Wednesday «fternoon with
Past Presidents’ afternoon and guest
‘
day
Friday
at
2:30
at
the
UnlverfalMrs A. W. Rich.
that it wa» so
Wadsworth Inn was thc meeting
ist vestry, the program offering Mrs.
place of the Camden-Rockport :
' Harriet L. Stickney of Belmont.
J Mass., as guest speaker. Mrs. StickLions C.uj this week and despite the
D&H Cone-Clranrd .Inlhrarile haz
1 ney who has had a year's residence
unfavorable weather, there was a i
the reserve heating power to cope
in Italy in addition to frequent vis- j
good attendance.
Following the
with the coldest weather and, beeauae
I its to that country will talk inform- j
, banquet. Lion Albert E White gave
it ia even-burning, it does ao without
j ally on various features and use
a talk on the “Winter Carnival.”
wasteful forcing.
T. B. LaFolley has rented the store I
lantern slides to illustrate. Musical
DRY HARD WOOD
on Elm street recently vacated by I
features will be given by Mrs. Agnes
j Witham of Camden, mezzo-contral
Per Foot, Fitted ..................................................... $1.25
him to Mrs George Hall who will'
to. and Leon White Jr., baritone. Re
move her restaurant from the Pred '
Per Foot, Sawed..............................
1.15
freshments will be served under the
Dean building on Washington street:
Per Foot, Long.......................................................
1.05
j direction of the social committee.
to that block at an early date.
William H Broadhead has resigned
Rounds Mothers Class n eets to- '
' his position as superintendent
j night at 7:30 at the home of Mrs
oi tlie Co mden and Penobscot
: Donald Kelsey. North Main street,'
’ woolen mills and with his family <
519 MAIN ST. ‘ TEL. 487
j with Mrs. Harold Karl and Mrs. I
, leaves thLs week for Glastonbury. ) David S. Beach as assisting host-;
Conn., where they will make their '
! esses.
future hom°.
Mi's France' Alexander, teacher
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Plummer have
of thc third grade in the Elm street
' returned from a visit with Mr. and
'rhool is in Community Hospital for
i Mrs. Willard Sewall in Brunswick.
cn operation.
Miss Marceline Conley is in Knox
Browne
Club
is
to
have
covered
I
Lo
’pital for a minor operation.
dish supper Friday at the home ot
are sele cted with great care for CLOVER
The Camden Rotary Club and the
Mrs. Lois Hagar. Kindly take dishes
Rutary-Anr.s enjoyed a turkey din
and silver.
FARM STORES and the rapid sale gives
ner at the Congregational Parish
R 'tiee this week. Mrs. Willis Ford
Frank F. Trafton and daughter,
assurance of that tempting freshness.
ol Lincolnville Beach spoke on
Mrs. Charles Kilton and daughter
"Bulgaria.”
Alta, of Bucksport spent the week
Sunkisl Medium
Clover Farm—Pastry
Mrs. Cora Calder was hostess to
end with Mr. and Mrs. John G.
Navel Oranges
the Friends-in-Council this week at
Snow.
FLOUR,
24>/2 lb bag 79c
doz. 23c
hei home on TfU street. Mrs. E.
Green Cup
Sunkisl Seedless
Chapin Class had supper at the
A Robbins and Mrs. Mae PilLsbury
Grapefruit
COFFEE,
Ib 23c
Universalist vestry Tuesday and de
were readers. Tlie next meeting wi.l
so size 4 for 19c
spite the storm had 22 members and
A splendid blrntl at a medium price
be Tuesday. March 3. with Mrs.
guests present.
Mrs. Blanche
Large Fancy
Charles E. Lord, Chestnut street.
Clover Farm
Calderwood as chairman was asMr. nnd Mis. Archie Herrick have
Carrots
ROLLED OATS, 3 pkgs 25c
I ststed by Mrs. Lenora Cooper and
returned
from Cocoa, Fla , where
2 bunches 15c
I Mrs. Emma Hall. A quilt was tacked
they spent several months
__________
I after supper and plans discussed
CHOICE MEATS
for presenting the Watson-Doane
Admission to tiM Klppy Karmvil
I Company in a novelty entertainment
ball will be 25c, for parents who do
Short Shank
NOW PLAYING
! April 27. The meeting next Tuesday
Bacon, sliced,
not wish to dance.—adv.
22-lt
"TIMOTHY'S QUEST"
Fresh Shoulders, lb 19c
i will be with Mrs. Katheryn St. Clair.
with
SPECIAL CASH PRICES
ELEANORE WHITNEY
DICKIE MOORE
Burpee Furniture Co. announces
the opening of its Annual February
STRANDD
Proved best by two
| Furniture Sale. Tuesday. Feb. 25, at
generations of mothers.
| 9 o’clock. Watch Saturday's Courier Phone 892
I Gazette for grand announcement.
PINE TREE DIVISION
Shows, 2.00, 6.30 and 8.30
I —adv.
Cnntlnunn* Saturday, 2.00 In 10.30

James Doherty is at Knox Hospital
1 for treatments.

FRUITS and VEGETABLES
FRESH FLORIDA PEAS

Dr. and Mrs. N A. Fogg are in St.
i Dr. William Ellingwood returns toPetersburg for a few weeks' so
' night from Boston where he has journ.
| been attending a medical meeting.

White only; sizes 36 ta 44; should sell for S2.98

-Company

Brook A. & P. Store Has'

In addition to personal notes regard
Mrs. Marian Marsh Clark and son
ing departuies und arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires information of Dicky of Rockport are spending
•octal happening* parties, uuuicala. etc. , vvprni daVti wuu Mrs Clark's par
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be *verai
JVLrs
gladly received.
ents, Mr and Mrs. A. R. Marsh.
TELEPHONB__________
II* or 7M

SATURDAY SPECIALS, FEB. 22,1936

tfiu-ific

Zflit

Manager Carl Work Of The I

Under Auspices of St. Bernard's Parish
SUPPER, LIGHT CONCERT, GROCERY BEANO

Featured By $25 Prize (Or Equivalent)

Page SeveB

AT OUR

J«-o»- pk«-19c
4
19c
4eektt|9c
10 ***34c

MEAT MARKETS

Our Quality is guaranteed to satisfy or your money refunded
TURKEYS, Fancy Northwestern ..............................................................
BOTTOM ROUND POT ROAST, Heavy Steer Beef ........................
Chickens, Milk Fed, 4-5 pound average ..................................................
Tcp Round Roast, Heavy Steer Beef ........................................................
Swordfish ...........................................................................................................

lb
lb
lb
lb
Bj

Oysters, Fresh Northern ............................................................................ pint
Bloaters, Smoked................. . lge each 10c............................ small, each
UNEEDA BAKER S

A &PCOFPEE

Butter Creclert

RITZ

People who buy the betf buy A 4 P
Coffee

BOKAR

Prince Albert Tobacco
Velvet Tobacco
Half & Half Tobacco

Vigorous end Winey
lb- p‘«-

19c

Rich end Full-bodied

EIGHT O'CLOCK *• p1* 17c
Mild end Mellow
Tune in on Kate Smith in Coffee Time,
WNAC, 7:30, Tues., Wed.. Thurs.

THE

GREATS

pound |

TOBACCO VALUES

ib. ii-21c

RED CIRCLE

pound plq. 23c

LUSCIOUS CREAMS

DROMEDARY

23c

GINGERBREAD MIX

ATLANTIC & PACIFIC

I Friendship, as well as Monhegan.
A MONHEGAN GIRL
_____
I have been pleased to follow her
MIm June Brackett Delivers the progress.
Senior Address At Oak Grove
Seminary
('APT. TOWLE COMING

Among thc young orators to rezeiv ’;
tpecial applause for the senior ad- i
dress delivered before the faculty and 1
students at Oak Ornve at morning
assembly is Miss June Bracket’.. (
daughter of Capt. Ca -. BraeKett of
Monhegan. The Oak Grove tradition i
has been quite as unfaltering as the
laws of Medcs and Persia t hat cach !
senior shall have the experience of:
careful research in preparing an ad
dress as well as delivering it during
the winter of h-r senior year. Thera
are many interesting tales at Oak i
Orove about the agony with which
some have dreadid the ordeal, andj
which has cnly bnen surpassed bjr
the pride with which they have re-j
membered their achievement. This;
year the .seniors selected thc authors
of the 19th century to give unity to,
the entire program, and Miss Brack
ett spoke on tbe Life and Works of1
the delightful essayist, diaries Lamb.:
Mis. Brackett : n private student'
in art this year and is doing somp
interesting work in the studio as her
talents develop. She has been a stu
dent at Oak Grove since September,
1932. Her friends in Rockland snd

Camden will welcome to the Car
nival. Capt. Wilbur H. Towle, com
manding officer of State Police Capt.
Towle received this appointment and
promotion from Gov. Brann but a
few weeks ago. He will find, in town
and at the Carnival, many former,
World War friends from hLs regiment,
Carl Cole. Doc Ellis. Ciayte McCcbb.
Ted Collett, Oliver Hamlin. Bert
Whitehill. "Deac Frye. Frank Oilmor.
the Kallochs. Fred Ccok and many,
others

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

M^^urder/'
°f <

0( the proine!

JUSTICE

4 Nature never
created a
.

otter

dye
a

of

RAWGE

Billie Seward

ort«d bv Do vid Solrrmn

A

Columbia Picture

Anthracite]

CLEERCOAL
Less Ihan a Barrel of Azh to Ihe Ton

ROCKLAND‘
COAL COMPANY
Tcl. 72

TODAY
MELVYN DOl'GLAS
in
"THE LONE WOLE ItETVRNS"

PARK©

AT THE PARK FRIDAY-SATURDAY

“I HAVE BROKEN OUT AGAIN”
-V

(Continued from Page One)
--------- ------------------------------------—" |
and I felt very happy to think I was ,
going to have a chance to work my
way up the political ladder I put
my automobile on the road, and as
most of you people Know 1 painted
slogans on the body and mudguards
that knocked the Republican partv
in the worst way, and I now believe
that if I had not been a fighter I
would have been trimmed before I
had started. I now can see where I
was w-Tong in dotng such a thing.
I registered over 100 new voters
and secured the enrollments of over
70 new Democrats. I traveled from
Portland to Bangor over every RfD
route delivering Democratic propa
ganda to every family along the line.
I also talked with many people on
these trips. I had several street
fights and the police stopped me
both in Bangor and Portland for
putting out Roosevelt and Moran
Democratic papers and pins.
I
spent 8302.75 for gasoline and oil out
[ of my own pocket to accomplish this
work. as at that time I was engaged
in promoting boxing matches Moran
Sr. did buy a tire and some gasoline
as I traveled 2.000 or more miles a
week In 1833 I was elected chalrJack Rutherford and Tim McCoy in “Justice of the Range."—adr.
. man of Ward 3 and delegated to at
OAK GROVE SCHOOL tend the convention at Bangor, wln’ ning over Ex Mayor Charles Rich-

HOLLYWOOD
STAR-LITES
♦♦♦♦

Virginia Jamieson Of Camlhat hon<* Y™voW”
,
I.
w/’ii already know how that was done and
den
ins Honors — Will how the „ Mayor
al lhe strand
Broadcast In Choir Of 16 theatre taking in a show and "listen-

In line to vote for him as he was a
candidate for county attorney on
the Democrat ticket,
I put the best organization tlie
Democrats ever knew ln Ward 3
and was told so by both the Morans
and by some Republicans who were
at the polls the day of the election
I had 14 cars and drivers. 12 of the
drivers being young Democrats, I
also had two checkers at all times
during the day
I have worked almost four years
contlnously for the Moranocrats.
After Carl was elected with Oov.
Brann and President Roosevelt I be
came uneasy’ for meantime my
friend Carl Moran had promised me
the job of Deputy US marshal at
a dinner given at the Blaine Manson Augusta, where the committee
on patronage meet and where I
happened to be that day with Mr.
Moran when he came out and told
me that I could cons'der myself the
next U. S. Deputy Marshal for this
District, I told Carl I was made to
order for the Job. but I am still lookIng for the golden star,

THE SAUNTERER

World Short-Wave Stations Increase

WARREN BOY WINNING

Fred “Bud” Bucklin, son of Mrs.
and Mr. Walter Bucklin of South
Warren, is a popular member of the
student body at Brigton Academy.
While in High school, Bud was a
member of the baseball team for J
three years and had the honor of j
being captain hls third year. He
gave the class prophecy and was j
Joke editor of the school paper. At j
Bridgton he earned his letter In
football as manager of a very succesjful team. Turning from his
activities in football he has become
a member of the track team, and is
running the mile. He also is a mem- j
ber of the recently’ organized Outing 1
Club, besides getting on the honor 1
roll for the first term, with an

....
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At that time I could not keep a
full stomach on promises so I figured
I would have to go out and fight for
one myself and this I did when I ran
for sheriff for Knox County on an
Independent ticket. I secured the
required number of names on my
petition and after going to Augusta.
to Me them. I was stopped there and
^v*n a J0b 10
"* out of th*
f‘eW M an ta*P*ndent. I went to
worit ta ,he state Health and Weifare Department as Inspector and
^It^xpVd T^teX

-----ing to mickey mouse." while the
Camden ls again well represented Ward 3 Democratic committee was
at thc Oak Orove6chool for Girls going places and ringing door bells
Hollywood. Calif — Thc unsuns by Virginia
Jamieson, aPopular ^TmZt^uTTom
heroes of movie’.and are the art di member of
the
^in^eTounty ffoXd X4 —*• “d a half work I worked
rectors and technicians who can
Among recent events in which Miss
gtarted for the ERA nine months as an
transform a bare hill-side overnight
Jamieson distinguishedherself
ls g
Morans buUdmg to lnwsti8ator. and can write quite a
Into a vineyard ripe with grapes or
the senior address oeiore the faculty get the voung people Interested storj “bout that and the cattle al
the slopes of a stadium, change aeon- aRd students at mom mg assembly Every member of these teams wore Ar««tock county placed there by the
crete tank into a Shanghai watercontenU of Mtss Jamieson s I on Ws sweater the letters A. Y D. 1
I Tpent several weeks tn that
front or a raging river.
address not only showed tbe campaigned Knox county 21 times part °‘
®Jatc and learned a lot
The "tank" on th? 30th Century- thoroughness of her research work. caUing at houses gating committees 1 coukl
about that
do no
Pox lot U a permanent fixture, playing , but lhe <asc and knesse with which together and getting signatures to one concerned any good
1
an important part in pictures year
u „-as a credu to both the Roosevelt-Garner club cards
11 se€ms 1 was taken into the fold
. . . .
to keep me quiet, but I have broken
after year. To gaze upen this ccn- ^jLSS Jamieson and the Department
I drove Carl Moran to many of hls out again I want to say that while
crete-lined affair some 200 feet in of Expression. These formal adlength. 30 feet wide and five feet deep. dresses, required of each graduate in ' rallies and helped him in all ways I was Investigator I had a good pair
one is reminded of an irrigation canal the winter of her senior year, are for Just a promise I drove James of ears a good pair of eyes and may
or a section of a storm drain.
traditionally dreaded but proudly re- Connellen over the county at a time be of some help to someone yet, as I
Yet the film technicians under the membered at Oak Grove for the ex- when I was not working, In my own will say any thing that I know to be
able direction of William Darling, art perlence and confidence which they car and I paid for the gas and oil so the truth.
director, through the magic of ham- bring. This year, the Seniors have he would have a chance to meet the
Oliver R Hamlin
mcr and paint, can conjecture up a set ^^^ the authors of the Nine- people of the county and to get them Rockland. Feb 19
of tremendous size whenever a picture Wnlh century m order that there-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------calls for water sequences.
might be a unity through the entire
firm for which I worked was com
Today a wharf extends into the program, and Mtss Jamieson spoke
i posed of two brothers, born there so
vehicle will be “Reunion" in which Ger- on the Life and Works of Thomas
snow shoeing was thc same to them
alongside, and lobster traps and nets ' jjood.
as swimming was to me I arrived
A. B. Crocker
drying in the sun. It is for - scene ln
juss Jamieson has also been
in Houlton the first of April, when
“Captain January." Bhi-ley Temple’s selected as one of a choir of 16 that
. .
—
1
. One reads in the daily papers of there was thtce feet of snow on the
latest vehicle When The Farmer wjjj broadcast in a program from I__ . ...
main street and plenty more in the
Takes a Wife “ wtth Janet Gaynor Augusta March 8. In addition to her
people sc00 ing aroun
e country'
and Henry Fonda, was filmed, the academic and cultural interests. Miss New England hills and dales on
One day the senior member of the
scene shifted to a gently-flowing Jamieson is active in the aesthetic skiis. and what a wonderful time firm said to me. 'Take a pair oi
canal, through the fertile Ohio valley gymnastics and recreational program they have! Fifty years ago I was sncw shoes and some moccasins and
A month from now a submarine for w-hlch Oak Orove is noted. She working in Houlton
Aroostook coms
to the river with me."
may be seen rising to the surface of
be seen in the winter carnival
“Mine not to reason why. mine but
County. Snow is a regular winter
the tank's blue waters. Who knows scheduled for Feb. 29. The new skatto do—." and down I went to the
that part of Maine, and river for a lesson in the art of snow
Film technicians can provide such
rtnk. located in the midst of a crop
magic as easily as a housewife boils beautiful pine grove will be the snow shoeing was the method of shoeing.
My boss showed me how to stran
an egg
• setting for most of the events. Be- travel by the Indians long before thc
Herbert Marshall's next starring sides (he solo work and special white man ever set foot there.
the snow shoes on and how to lift
vehicle will be "Reunion" in which Ger- stunts, there will be an Indian club
On the sea coast It used to be said the toe of one shoe over the
trude Michael will be placed opposite drill. a basketball game
and thc that the youngsters learned to swim other. Then he told me I had the
Marshall for the feminine lead . .
winding of the Maypole
by the as soon as they could walk. The makings of a great snow shocr.
That splendid pair Gary Cooper and skaters. Other events will include front page of the Saturday Evening Finally, after we tramped down the
Carole Lombard will be teamed again conteste in snowshoeing.
Skiing. Post of Feb. 8 had a picture of a river and back again, my instructor
in the Charles G Booth story. “The tobogganing, horseback riding, and fair-haired young lady with her said. "Now. let's run." Oh. boy!
General Died at Dawn.”
Before the ski-joring which is so popular at ( snow shoes, That sport was a great 'Great was the fall, my countrystarting this opus Miss Lombard will oag Grove.
; pastime in the North Country 50 men!" I caught the toe of one shoe
do “Concertina” with Oeorge Raft and
Miss Jamieson Ls the daughter of years ago It would take far longer on the heel of the other, and down I
there Is a perfect combination . .
Mr and Mrs Robert W Jamieson of to cover 'Roostook county on snow went with my face in thc snow, my
Can you imagine Katherine Hepburn Elm street. Camden.
[ shoes than it would to cover Knox arms In it up to my arm pits. I
in the title role of the story "Mary
I county on them. As a township, a could not get up And did my in.of Scotland," which will be her next
Fine printed stationery costs no locality measures six miles square. strir-tor laugh! Nothing else but. ano
more during February and March 36 square miles, and some of the did he tell the folks what a great
picture
Spencer Tracy is to be stared with than plain, unprinted paper The towns were double townships. One snow shocr his clerk was? He did.
Clark Gable and Jeanette MacDon Courier-Gazette is featuring Rytex could saunter qu'te a bit and not go and enjoyedtelling It, you bet!
ald In “San Francisco.' Tracy will oreytone. printed with your name and out of town.
Finally. I learned to get around
do an entirely different characteriza- address, or monogram, at 81 00 a box.i I learned the art of walking on fairly well, but as I did not stay th;
tlon than usual ln that he will be a regularly 81.50. Better stock up on a snow shoes, but was not an adept at second winter. I never qualified as
priest, born and raised ln sin on Bar-1 supply of this smart looking printed It. I will never forget the first time an expert snow shoer.
bary Coast. Miss MacDonald, again stationery. Postage 10 cents extra, j I ever put those contraptons on. The
Somerville. Mass. Peb 17
in an ideal role, will be the “Colorado__________________________________________ __________________ ________________________________________ __
Nightingale." who begins singing In a
waterfront cafe and ends up in opera ]
. . Kay Francis will portrav the role
of Florence Nightingale England’s
famous w’ar nurse who founded the
ott**
Red Cross, in "Angel of Mercy.'' her
next vehicle . . • Claude Rains, dis
tinguished character star, will play
the role of Napoleon In "Hearts Di
vided." Marion Davies' current pic
ture. In the story Napoleon's brother
Jerome is to be played by Dick Powell,
thc songbird.
By Chuck Cochard

average of 91.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, February 20, 1936
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C 1956, Lccitt St Myiu Tobacco Co.
the White Sea and the Far East. A 1 dicate. Exact comparison lor the two On the first date mentioned 80.5 per
number of ships mode the trip in I years cannot be made due to the dif cent of all farms reported cattle,
ference tn the month of enumcrot.on whereas on the other date, 76 4 percent
Scientific Expeditions Of each direction during the summer.
"Previously unknown islands were For the country as a whole, in any reported cattle. However, the average
l^ast Year Leaves World discovered by Russian expeditions in particular year a considerable number number of cattle per farm reporting
Arctic waters north of Siberia. of calves are born between Jan. 1 and on Jan 1 1935 was 12.5 and April 1.
Less Of a Mystery
Ushakoff Island was found Septem April 1. which would tend to increase 1930 was 13.3. On thc 1930 date the
A few more at the world's fast ber 1. by the ice-breaker Sadko materially the total on hand for the average number excluding calves
dwindling "blind spots" were ex about midway between the northern later date As a partial offsetting under three months of age, was 11 J.
plored or mapped during 1935. says end of North Land (formerly factor, a considerab’e number disap
Nicholas H Land) and Graham Beil pear ln the fame period through
the National Geographic Society, in
Island. A week later the Sadko dis slaughter or otherwise, but the deple
an annual review of discoveries and covered three additional islands to
tion figures are not available. April
outstanding geographic expeditions the eastward.
1. 1930 the number cf calves under
issued from its Washington. D. C..
three months of age was 9.645.526.
Strange Kar I>i<> lord In New
headquarters
Excluding this number the remainder
Guinea
“The geological party of the Byrd
for that year would be 54 250.300. The
"A hitherto unknown agricultural
Antarctic Expedition n completed hi
Jan. 1.1935 figure for cattle of all ages
January. 1935. a 1410-mlle sledging people, the Tari Furora, light brown exceeded this reduced total for 1930 and mall It with name and address to
W. 8 Rice. 385 Main St Adams. N. T.
trip which penetrated Into Antarc and with certain Asiatic characteris by 14.034.109. or 25S percent. Other You will receive absolutely free and no
tics.
was
discovered
early
ln
1935
in
tica to within 180 miles of the South
refinements would be nece-sary, par obligation a genuine teat and full parti
Pole." continues the review. "The previously unexplored territory In ticularly when comparing numbers culars of ble amazing Method for re
ducible Rupture control tbat ie bring
party discovered extensive coal de the interior of New Guinea by H. O. by States. From the rough method o' ing a new ease, comfort and freedom
to thousands who have suffered for
Hides,
an
assistant
resident
magis

posits within 200 miles of the pole.
calculation given it appears that the yesrs
No matter how bad the rupture, how
"Numerous other important dis trate. during a patrol trip.
actual increase in cattle numbers cn long you hare bad It. or how hard to
"A pygmy tribe was discovered in
coveries were made by the expedi
hold:
no matter how many kinds of
farms and ranches during the ap
you have worn let nothing pretion in 1934. Byrd and his party re July tn a mountainous region of proximate five-year lnt"rval was be trusses
vent you from getting this FREE TTUAL
Whether you are tall and thin, short
turned to the United States May 7. Annam, French Indo-China.
and etout or have a large rupture, this
• “An expedition into the Gobi ' tween 7 and 26 percent
1935.
Appliance wilt so control the
A further indication of an increase naivelous
ruptured parts that you will be as free
Desert of Mongolia led by Professor
Ninrtrm New Peaks Found In
ln cattle numbers Is shown bv thr to work at any occupation as though
Nicholas Roerich brought out a col
you had never been ruptured.
number of farm* reporting cattle of
Yukon
Test this guaranteed Method for relection of 300 drought-resistant
!
dticible
without any risk Simp
any age. being 5.480.775 Jan 1. 1935 as le send rupture
"Bradford Washburn, leading the plants.
for FREE TRIAL to W. 8. Rice.
3«5 Main 8t. Adams. N Y
against
4
803.174
farms
April
1.
1930.
National Orographic Society Yukon
"An expedition headed by Dr. Otto
Expedition, explored and mapped Geist obtained from St Lawrence
2.000 square miles of previously un Island In Bering Sea. skeletal re
FLORIDA
known region ln the southwestern mains believed to bear on the
corner of Yukon Territory. Canada migration of man from Asia to
discovering 19 new mountain peaks America.
more than 10.000 feet high, and a
“Further studies of remains of
number of extensive glaciers. Two early settlements on Kodiak Island
Convenient to all points of interest—Modern In every way.
of tlie newly discovered mountains were made by Dr. Ales Hrdllcka, of
An enjoyable view from our (parlous ground-floor porrheo.
were named for King Oeorge and the Smithsonian Institution.
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private baleoniea.
Queen Mary of Great Britain in
"A 200-mile canyon on the Ban
June to
honor of their jubilee year.
Juan and Colorado Rivers was ex
October
Booklet
“Mount Steele, Yukon Territory. plored. and 3.000 square miles of
on
Canada. 16.439 feet high, was scaled territory mapped, by expeditions
Ilotel
Application
August 15, by Walter Wood
sent out by the United States Na
Maselynn
"An airplane Journey of 4.000 miles tional Park Service.
Stamford
DeL Co.
by Dr. Charles Camsell in north
Corner
Second
Street
“The first geological survey of the
H. H. Maae
N. 7.
western Canada disclosed that the Salmon River Canyon. Idaho, was
Manager
and First Avenue
Rocky Mountains came to an end made by an expedition sent by the
Moderate Katea
in a plateau north of the Laird River National Geographic Society."
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
at 60 degrees north latitude.
“A low. narrow island, one mile
CATTLE ARE INCREASING
long, was discovered January 6. 1935,
ln the Timor Sea approximately 600
And More Farms Now Have Them the
miles northwest of Broome. Aus
Census Bureau Pointe Out
tralia.
“A waterfall, estimated to have a
That cattle not only occupy a posi
drop of more than 1000 feet, was
tion
of high rank in United States
discovered last summer from an air
agriculture
but have become of in
plane. by Penny Rogers, in the Chircreasing Importance In the farmers'
ripo Mountains of Costa Rica.
“A previously uncharted sub-sea attempt to adjust their operations to
RATES:
peak, rising from a depth of 20.000 changing economic conditions, is re
J'^le *20 jwjw
to Your hotel io BOSTON
feet to within 300 feet of the surface vealed in a preliminary release of the
»e.u«ho4»4ir
1935
farm
census
figures
by
Director
of thc Atlantic, was discovered near
Ml BOOMS WITH |AT«
the Madeira Islands by a French W. L. Austin. Bureau of the Census,
500RoOtaJ
ItaCtl •»(!!, e«t«<
Department of Commerce. The num
cable repair ship.
ber of cattle of all ages on farms and
C ndfirwa.trr Mountains In
RADIO
ranches In the U. B Jan. 1. 1935 was
Bering Sea
SERVIDOR
68.284.409 which exceeded the 63.895.TUBSHOWER
"An underwater range of moun 826 head on hand on April 1. 1630 by
tains. some rising almost sheerly for 4,388.583, or 7.0 percent. This Increase
MANGER
11.000 feet, were discovered ln Bering is more commanding when It Is re
Sea. between the Aleutian and membered that extremely heavy mar
« NORTH STATION
Pribilof Islands, by an American cut ketings of foundation stock were made
•a 1TI9-Zf«wy»«e TRAIN-Dy.ve ROOM'
ter.
in the drought year 1934.
"Ice-breakers of the Soviet Gov
The Bureau of the Census points
ernment established more firmly the out that the true Increase ls some
northeast passage between ports of thing more than the figures given ln-

FEWER BLIND SPOTS

If Ruptured
Cut This Out

MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Hotel
HOTEL

GRALYNN

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/

ITH England. France. Ger ber of new South American sta
many and Czecbo-Slovakta tions have also appeared.
now building powerful new shortNot
 only is the number of short
wave stations, the number ot Euro wave stations being doubled but a
pean shortjwave transmitters will new built-in aerial tuning system
be doubled by thc end of the win enables Fbllco listeners to get
ter, according to officials of Pliiico double tbe uumbei of foieign sta
Radio Hr Television Corporation. tions possible before.
Every day news bulletins in
Within tbe past few weeks a num

W

English are available from such
powerful transmitters as GSD In
London, ,EAQ in Madrid, and DJD
In Berlin. Program schedules ot
these and other short-wave stations
will be supplied without charge to
those addressing The Radio Insti
tute ot tbe Audible Arts, 80 Broad
way, New York City

